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ABSTRACT

The cumnt study utilized an adapted version of the AchievementChoice Model developed by Eccles and her colleagues, a framework for the
examination of the many complex and interrelated factors that impact
student achievement and career related choices.
The purpose of this study was to examine adolescent perceptions of
parental beliefs, expectations, and attitudes in relation to school
achievement. Specific student perceptions studied were centered on
students' beliefs about their parents' expectations for their success, or
failure in school, particularly in Math and Science. Student responses
were examined to see if differences existed in student perceptions based on
age or gender.
The sample consisted of 808 grade 7 students (435 girls and 373
boys) and 523 grade LO students (291 girls and 232 boys). Statistical
procedures involved multivariate analysis and power analysis. Resuits
indicate a general trend across gender, with students in grade lo
perceiving they are meeting parental expectations less than grade 7
students. The largest declines appear in the areas of meeting parental
expectations in math and science. Feeling able to count on their mother
had a medium effect size, as well as feeling able to count on their father for
help with homework. Additional effect sizes which were discussed include
liking being with their mother, and liking being with their father.
The findings from the current study indicate that adolescent
perceptions of being able to meet their parental expectations in school
decrease as the students mature across gender. The findings from the
current study provide support for the Eccles model and related literature.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Mrometl and Xchiet-emcnt

Throughout time. women have coutributed to society iu a vnriet_t-of
\vays. The history of the work of women has largely been in the hotlle,

raising children aud maintaining the household. This type of work lacks
pay and social status (Isvine & Zitnnrermnn, 1995). Recent history has
shoivu some change to this pattern. During the World Wars, particularly

the Second World War. North American women moved into the work force
en masse. taking over the jobs vacated by men making aircraft, rifles,

ammunition, auti-aircraft guns and radar equipnlent (Byers. 1986). This
drastic entrance into the work world ended almost as qirickly as it had
begun is-hen the war ended and the veterans returned home. Women

qtrickly vacated their positions in order to free up jabs for these returning

men. When these women married and had families, they tended to stay in
the domestic workplace, again, rearing children for no pay and little

recognition.
The rise of feminism in the 1960's and the introductioa of the birth
control pill gave women more control over their at home and work adult
life choices. This rms aIso a time in histoty when society began to realize
that women had a great deal of occupational skills. yet they were often

irnable to l~tilizethem fully in their limited career positions.

Over the

past thirt\~years women's participation in the work farce has increased
dran~atically(Fast 8~ DaPont, 1997. Lupart & Ban-a. tcj98), and the

patterns aud quality of work force par-ticipation has also changed radically

(Greene. & Stitt-Gohdes. 1997). Ho\*-ever,tvomen's attachment to t be
labor force is still often ~iewedas weaker, or perhaps less serious, thau
mens'. Consequeutly, it is still l~nclearif emploj-nleut patterns and career
choices for wonlen have really improved in the last thirty ?ears. Indeed,
many theorists and researchers have proposed a hypothesis of deficit or
underachievement to explain these differences.
r~
increase
The rate of emplqment for women has s h o ~ n~ mininlal
over the last decade.

Actual numbers of working men and wvomeu

indicate in 199I there t ~ r 1e 4 , ~ 0 , ~ 3employed
5
Canadians, aged 15
.ears and over. There was an increase in this number by 1996 to
r4.317,~4,5[Statistics Canada, 2001a). Comparison of employed meu
versus employed womeu, in 1996. indicates that 72.2% of Canadian men

aged 15 and over were employed. This cvnlpares to 57.5% of same aged
tvomen. By

2000,

the number of women employed rose slightly to 59.5%

[Statistics Canada, 2001b). These numbers demonstrate the trend of
women increasing their participation in the tvorkplace. However, women
continue to by clustered in lower paying, lower status occupations.
The focus of the current study is on academic choices and
achievement, specifically. why women tend to opt out of the high status
and high paying mathematical and scientific occupations. To begin, the
number of women working in these fields needs to be examined. The
actual number of Canadians torking in the Natural and Applied Science
and Related Occupations was 669,970 in 1991. By 1996 this number had

.
rise in numbers
risen to 71249fi (Statistics Canada, ~ o o r a )This
indicates a growing need for qualified people in the mathematics, science

and technology fields. Predictions are that this treud i i I l not only
continue. but increase. However, the statistics do not retlect equal
distribution of men and women employed in these areas. An examination
of Natural and Applied Sciences and Related Occupations by Gender
(Statistics Canada, ~.z.oo~c)
reveals large discrepancies between the sexes.
It1 1996, the

total number of individuais employed in these tields was'

712,49~j.Of these, 82% .;,weremen, and 18% were women.

Within

blathematics, Systems Analysts. and Computer Programmers, 168,385
people were working. Of these, 72% were men, and 28% were women.
The field of Life Sciences had ~ 9 , 2 2 5employed indi\iduals in 1q94. -r% of
which were men, and 29% were women. The most glaring discrepancy
appears in the area of engineering. Within the fields of Civil, Mechanical,
Electrical and Chemical Engineering, 101,040 individuals were
employed. Of these, 92% were men, and 8% were women. (Statistics
Canada,

2001~).In

the workplace, women represent less than 4% of

registered professional engineers in Canada (Gilbride, Kennedy, WaaIen &
Z~w-no(1999). Tbere are also few women teaching such subjects: as
Nauta, Epperson and Kahn (1998) point out, only 3% of American
Engineering faculty are women. The discrepancies between men aud
women in career choices are frequently accompanied by discrepancies in
pay. Even within the fietd of engineering, Straka (2000) estimated
women earn 20.7% less than their male counterparts.
Indeed, Statistics Canada. reveals several discrepancies in pa?
between men and women. When examining a11 workers in 1989, statistics
Canada reveals that the average wage for a male ~vorkerwas $33,826.
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aud for a fen~aieworker it was $19,965. This represents an earnings rdtio

of 59.0%. meaning that for every dollar a male earned, a woman earned
59 cents. By 1998 these numbers had changed only marginally. The

average Canadian male was earning $34,171, compared to a kmaIe
average of $21.999. The earning ratio had improved slightly for ivorneu
to 64.4%.

It is important to consider that many women work part-time or

seasonally, due to family responsibilities. Therefore, examination of fullyear. full-time workers should also be considered. tn this category of
employtlent, the discrepancy is slightly smaller, but still evident. The
average gross income for full year, full time working men in 1989 was
S42.767,and for womeu was $28,219. This creates an earnings rdtio of
66%. By 1998. the men in this category earned S4gfo7o, and womeu

earned $32, 553. The earnings ratio improved slightly for women to
~ 2 . 2 ~(Statistics
6

Canada. z o o ~ d ) .

There are a variety of reasons for this wage gap, including
differences in education, occupational history. aud field of sttidy
(Statistics Canada, 2001e). Women are enrolling in post secondary studies

at a rate considerably greater than that of men. In 1998-1999 there were
ij7fj.yi:j university students enrolled full time in Canada. Of these,
260.90 1 were men. and 319,475 were women (Statistics Canada, 2oorf).
This same table shows a gradual increase in the number of women enrolled
full-time in universiv over the past few years. rising from 305,644 in
1994-1995 to the 1998-1999 total of 319,475. Men showed a declining
trend. from a total of 270.069 on 1993-1994 to the 1998-1999 number of
260.901.

Regarding universie degrees granted by sex, the total number

5

of all degrees grauted in 1998 rms 172,076: 71,949 went to men atid

100,127 w-ent to women (Statistics Canada, zootg). Despite this positive
trend, \%.omenare choosing not to take the academic programs which will
illtiniately give them access to the higher wage earning professions such
as mathematics and engineering (Entiisle, Alexander & Olson, 1994).
The Statistics Canada data indicates that in 1998, 10.121 men and ouly
~ , j o 9wornen graduated with engineering and applied science degrees. I n

mathematics and physical sciences, 6,876 men graduated, compared to
only 3,116 women (Statistics Canada, 2001g).
'rllis data helps clarift. what career choices Canadian women are
making. and the ramifications of those choices on their fi~tlture
employability and earning potential. However, it does little to help
researchers understand \~\rhywomen are choosing not to train in
professions such as math and science. The following section will examine
some of the issues which impact academic and career choices of young
1%-omen.

CHAPTER I l
NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

Gender Differences
.L\S

shown in the introductory discussion, there are many

discrepancies in male and female achievement and career decisions.
Gender differences also exist for chiIdren and adolescents. Farenga Pr Joyce
(1999) sugqest that differences in science interests are mident from a
young age. They repofl that young girls showed more interest in
biological sciences. such as bird watching and flower collection, whereas
young boys tended to choose the physical sciences more, playing wit11

chemist^ sets, building trains. race cars, and Lego. Stlrdents make
choices about courses, expectations for success. aptiturics. and effort to be
expended. These decisions may influence adolescents to opt into one
career path and out of another- Currv, Trew, Turner & Hunter (1994)
suggest the issue of gender differences can be examined from several
perspectives. The biological and socialization perspectives are most
relevant to the current study, and will be examined next. (see also Heller
& Ziegler, 1996: Jacklin & Baker. 1992;Meece,

Pr Eccles-Parsons,

1982).

Gender differences attributed to the biological perspective received
substantial media attention in 1980 with the findings of Benbow and
Stanley that gifted seventh and eighth grade males scored higher on
standardized math tests than gifted seventh and eighth grade females
(Benbow & Stanley: t980). This finding led the researchers to conclude
that the males in their sample had more natural aptitude than the
fen~alesin their sample. In a recent article about the Benbow and Stanley

findings. Lewis (2ooo) clainls that there may still be support for the
biological theory.

Lewis (2000) completed follow up qrrcstionnaires with

1,975 of tile initial gifted respondents and fo~lndthat on avenge. these
men prin~arilychose physical sciences and engineering careers, while the
women tended towards the medical, biological, and social sciences, arts

and humanities. I.t.wis states that students tend to gra\itate academically
into a11 area which is of particular strcngth for them. For men. the area of
strength is especially pronounced in the areas of math and physical
sciences. whilc for ~ ~ * o m citui,s in the humanities.

Despite these compeliing findings, much rcsearul~disputes the
theon. that gender differences in math ability are genetically based and
male favored. For example, the recent publication of the human genome
project suggests that biology may play a less important rtlle iu
determining capabilities than scientists once thought (Nature,

2001).

Brandon, NewZon. and Hammond (1987) agreed with Benbow and
Stanley ( 1980) that gender differences existed in mat hematical abilities.
however, in contrast they found that the differences favored giris.

Brandon et al. ( ~ g S 7 )also examined ethnic differences in ability and
found that the ethnic group with the smallest gender differences were
among the Caucasian students. These findings offer support for
sociological explanations of gender differences in mathematical ability in
that Schlosser (1999) reports the findings that Japanese girls scored iorwr
than Japanese boys on international examinations in physics, yet
American girls scored higher on atreragethan American boys- Findings

such as the above add support to the theory that gender differences in

achievement maybe more related to socialization experiences than genetic
makc up. Many other srlbseqtient studies have been done with larger,
more representative samples than the original Benbow and Stanley
students. These studies have found that where abili6 differences do exist
they are very smaI[. and usualIy inconsistent (Eccles, Adler. Futterman,
Goff. Kaczala. Meece, L9: Midgley 1983; McVicar, 1994).

Despite the evidence that girls are generally as capable in math aud
science as boys. the literature is quite consistent in supporting the finding
that young girls have significantly lower self concepts in mathematics
than their male peers (Collis. L990: Adams. 1998). LVithin the school
context, the gencri~lclassroom climate is a critical elcnlcnt in the
developing perceptions of adolescents.

Ecclcs (1985) felt that general

classroor~lclimate may play an important role in reinforcing sex
differences in achievement beliefs and performance. This claim is further
) ~ adds that general
supported in the research of Shakeshaft ( ~ 9 9 5 who
classroom activities. curriculum. and teaching patterns rarely include the
experiences of girls. the language of girls, and the lives of girls. Washburn
(1994) supports this picture of the typical classroom noting that in
elementary school. girls express thernsetves less in class, receive less praise
and encouragement. and are rewarded for being conforming, unassertive.
and dependent.
Eccles and .Jacobs (1986) cite educationa1 influences which impact
student achievenlent to an equal or greater degree than docs biolo0.
These include time spent on mathematics, citing that b o ~ smay receive
more actual math instruction from their teachers than girls.

h recent

stud!.

found that girls teud to suffer with more anxiety ;ibout their math

ability thau boys (The Times,

2000).

This math anxiety is not helped by

the popular media which initially distorted the Eenboiv and Stanley
findings (Eccles and Jacobs, ~986:Jacobs Pr Eccles, 198.1) and continues to

manipulate girls' developing beiiefs about themsetves (Adams, 1998;
Ecctcs. 1989). The role of other ski11 development must also bc considered.

Young boys tend to have more exposure to toys which may assist their
iievcloping math and/or science skills (Tracy, t987). It is also possible

that boys are more experienced in test taking strategies (Shakeshaft.
1q9.i

1
Lastly, the socinlization impact of parents is criticaI to the

dcveioping adolescents' perceptions. Mot her's perceptions in particular
were noted as haring a considerable impact on student gender s t e r e o ~ p e d
hclicfs about mathematics (EccIes and Jacobs, 1986). It is the perceptions
students have of these parental influences which will be the focus of the

current study. Before moving to a discussion on the impact of parental
expectations. a brief review of adolescent development is most relevant.
Xdolescent Develo~rnen
t
Much has been \Titten about adolescence. It is recognized as a time

of q e a t physical growth and change. It is also a time of cognitive
de\-clopment, maturation, and decision making. It is a time that is

referred to as 'storm and stress' by many writers (Eccles. Arberton,
Buchanan. .Jacobs. Flanagan, Harold, MacIver, MidgIey, Reurnan, &
Wigfield 1992: Santrock, 1984)- There is much research which takes a

more optin~istic~ i e wof adolescence, in that adolescence is recognized as a

period of identity developiuent, and an opportonit). for youths to shape an

integrated concept of self (Atldoson, Atkinson. Smith, Bcm, and SolenHoekcma, 199b: Ne\,-n~an, 1989). Part of this self conccpt bidding
involves separ~tioo iron1 parents and development of one's o\tvnideas and
belief systems. h n integral part of this sepantion is the cl~ailgingparentadolescent relatiouship. How this relationship evolves over time impacts

the youth's understanding of her parents, and how she perceives tlieir
rxpectntioos, their beliefs and their dreams for their children.

.bthis

rcIationship evolves. differences may develop in how the adult and the
adolescent perceive each other and the world. Even though the litcriturt.
sugqests a poit-crful shift in the parent-adolescent reliltionship. these
developmental changes are infrequently studied and not iseel! specified

(Feldrnan lk Gehring, 1988).
The concept of a 'generation gap' is an old idea which represents the

differcuces in experiences and perceptions of life events between parents
and their offspring (Kaplan & Sadock, 1998). Factors such as growing
perceptual differences between parents and their children about morals,
sexual attitudes. school work, and occupational choices contribute to this

notion of a generation gap. Adolescents need to assume increased
indepeodence from their parents, while still feeling receptive to parental

approval and disapproval (Kaplao & Sadock, 1998). Making adolescence n
period of smooth transition is largely dependent on how this relationship

grows and changes. and is impacted by both the parents and the

adolescent. Shek

(2000)

points out that how relationships are perceived

by the adolescents themselves is unciear. largely due to a lack of research

in this specific area.

Nevertheless, hot\- parents impact their children has beer1 studied

througiloirt history (Santrock, ~984). The age old tradition of adolescent
rite of passage is targel!. lacking iu North America for most youth. As
such, it is difficult for parents and children to move through this phase of
development with a full ltnderstanding of what is expected of each other.

Ritcs of passage allow thc youth to enter the adult ~vorId,and then be
treated accordingly. Mrithout such rituals, there is no identifiable
milestone for an adolescent to reach and then to perceive themselves
cognitivcly mature. Additionally. this lack of ritual leaves expectations
~inclcar.hot11 an the part of icehat parents expect from thcir adolescent
offspring! and on the part of adolescents, uncertain about what their

parents expect of them. When the concept of the generation gap is added.
it becomes mare difficult for parents and youth to communicate with each
other, and miscommunication can become more severe.

In addition to how parents impact their children, there is abirndant
research about adolescent development. attitudes towards school, grades.
tirturr prospects, and desires (Gutbezahl, 1999). Schlosser (1999) found
that young &Is tend to do v e e \*.ell in school and are confident and

secure prior to adolescence. Chouinard, Vezeau, Bouffard, Er Jenkins
(rqqc)) point ortt that many adoIescents have a decIining attitude towards

school as they mature, piirticu[arly towrards math and science (see also:
Eccles. -idler, Futterman, Goff, Kaczala, Meece, & Midgley, 1983). Many
Fictors are perceived to contribute to this declining attitude, including
interaction between the enx~ironmentand the developmental changes the

1 2

adolescent is experiencing (Eccles, Midgley, Wigfield, Buchauan, Reunlan,
Flanagan, tk MacIver, 1993).
Parents are widely recognized as the most significant role nlodels
and socializers for their children. Research has been carried out to
examine how parents impact their childrens' developing attitudes, and the
inlportancc of these attitudes on developing competeucy beliefs. Eccles et
al. (198:{)have found that parental expectations are so important they
have more impact on childrens' competency beliefs than their actual
capabilities. With such strong influence in the hands of parents, it is
important to understand how these parental expectations are actually
internalized by their children.
This internalization of parental expectations remains an area of
adolescence which is Iess well studied. While a large body of research has
examined adolescence and parenting, onIy recently have researchers
begun to study the variety of factors that may simultaneously shape the
nature of the relationship. Rainey & Borders (1997) point out the need to
study influential factors such as how parentaI expectations are
communicated and internalized by adolescent girls. Changes in
perceptions held by adolescents as they move through these adolescent
years also require Further study.
'The current study will examine adolescent perceptions of their
parents' attitudes, beliefs. and expectations in an attempt to further our
understanding of adoIescent choices and decision making. It wiIl not
exanliue the perspective of the parents and what they believe. Rather, it
will query the youth directly, as an important factor in the understanding

13

of what adolescents believe their parents expect and believe their cllildren

are capable of.
To evaluate these perceptions, the curreilt study tvill address three

exploratory questious:
1,

Will there be an interaction effect between male, female, grade 7, and

grade

lo

students' perceptions of parents' beliefs, expectations and

attitrtdes?
2-

Do females have different perceptions of parents' betiefs, expectations,

and attitudes than males? and
3. Do grade 7 students have different perceptions of parents' beiiefs,

expectations. and attitudes than grade lo students?
Using multivariate statistics and power analysis, this study iilI analye
how these perceptions impact developing teenage beliefs, perceptions and
attitudes.

CHAPTER 111
REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT LITERATURE

The re~iewof the literature will begin with an overview of the
model used in the tiesigr~of the current study, known as the ExpectancyValue Model developed by Eccles and her colleaglles (Eccles, 1983; Eccles,
1985; Eccles, 1987; Eccles Pr Jacobs, 1986). This will then be followed

with a review of the parental role in socialization of attitudes,
stereot!pical attitudes, parental attitudes, mothers' attitudes, and
adolescents' perceptions as they relate to parental expectations.
Eccles' Model
In an attempt to understand these many complex and interrelated
factors wllich impact student achievement related choices, Jacqueline
Eccles has developed an Expectancy-Value Model (see Figure

t),

(Eccles.

1983; Eccles, 1985; Eccles. 1987; Eccles & Jacobs, 1986). This model is

very broad and comprehensive, and includes many components believed
to impact decision making. This model has been chosen as the basis for the
current study because it is sufficiently comprehensive to include the most
important influences concerning adult-life role choices. This model
considers human development from a balanced rather than a deficit
perspective. Thus it considers the perceptions of the individual in their
interpretation of the world around them. It reIates to career development
theories. by taking the questions to a younger population in order to
~rnderstandwhat impacts youth to eventually make the career decisions
they make. The Expectanq-Value model pulls many elements from
Attribution theory. and Locus of Control theory, and it then adds to and

builds upon thcsc canstr~~cts,
while utilizing the infornlatiun to
understand youth decision making. Throughout its development over the
last 30 years, it has been empirically tested, revised, and supported by
Eccles and her colleagues, and other researchers.
The model focuses on the role of cognitive factors in linderstandiug
what determines achievement behaviors. The model is most directly
influenced by the constructs of expectancy of success and task value.
There arc tiw major components within the model; the psychological and

the dcvclopmeutal. The psychoIogica1 component specifies the
interzlctious of various cognitit.e factors at an?; point in time. This involvcs
variables such as task choice. persistence, expectancies of success, aud tbc
value placed on success. These values are determined by \.ariables such as
self concept, goals, perceptions of socializers' expectations, causal
attributions, and perceived task difficulty. The deveiapmental component

examines the origins of individual differences in these psychoiogical
factors (Eccles. 1983; Spence. 1983)- The model includes the relationship

of parentai cxpcctations and children's perceptions as being very complex
and sitbjcct to chanse over time. The model attempts to incorporate this
complexity by suggesting that children's self concepts of ability and
socializers attitudes rnutuaily influence one another (Meece et al., 1982).
Eccles (1983) points out that the theory is built upon the
assumption that it is the interpretation of reality ihich most directly
determines children's expectancies, values, and behaviors. This means
that one of the factors which t i l l help a child grow to believe she is
successful or not successful, is how she perceives past experiences. The

child will make causal attributions for these successes o r failures, based o n
a variety of influences such as locus of control, perceptions, sex role
identity, socializers' influence, and perceptions about the task in question
(utility value, cost). Each of these influences impacts the determination
the child makes about the task value, and the expectancy of success. These
factors then influence achievement related behaviors, such as choice of
activity, iutensity of effort piit into the task, and ultimate performance.
There are ten central constructs in the Expectancy-Value Model.
They are: 1) the cultural milieu,

2)

socializers beliefs and behaviors, 3)

individuals' aptitudes, temperamen ts and talents, 4) individuals' previous
achievement-related experiences, 5) indi\iduals' perception of socializers
beliefs, expectations and attitudes, gender roles, and activity stereotypes,
6) individuals' interpretations of experience, 7) individuals' goals and

general self schemata, 8) individuals' expectations of success, 9)
individuals' affective memories, and LO)subjective task value (See Figure
L), (Eccles, 1983; Eccles, 1985).

How the model relates to the current study is outlined below. The
Eccles model is based on the assumption that an individuals'
interpretation of reality has a more direct influence on one's expectancies,
values, and achievement behatior than one's actual past successes and
failures. The previous research using this model has shown that
adolescents are maturing in a culture which is laden with gender role
stereotypes, with many adults believing in traditional gender role
prescriptions regarding appropriate activities for male and females.
Adults also believe in 'natural' talents and interests. and these beliefs
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influence their pcrceptiotls of thcir own children's interests and talents.

These beliefs are held despite e~idencethat the distribrltiou of talent is
very similar betrvecn xoung boys and girls. A consequence of these

nonconscious beliefs is that parents have different expectations and
aspiratious for boys and girls, aud they provide boys and girls with
different interpretations of reality and different forms of advice regard itlg

school and career options. The result of these experiences on young boys
and girls is that they operate in the absence of accurate inforrt~ationan

which to base their developing ideas about adult occupations. Young girls.
compared to young boys, begin to develop Iess confidence in their math
abilities, Iess interest in these areas, and less interest in pursuing a career

in these fields (Eccles, ~ 9 8 9 ) .
Within the context of the Eccles model, several tapics appear which
relate to Box .A.child's perception of socializers*beliefs, expectancies and
attitudes. the focus of the current study. As such, the review of the
literature will next exatniue specifics as they relate to the adolescents'
perception of parental beliefs. expectations, and attitudes. This includes
the parental role in the socialization of attitudes, stereotypical attitudes.
parental attitrtdes. mothers' attitudes, and adolescents' perceptions.

Fieure r

Parental Role In Socialization of .Attitudes
Ctearty, the biggest impact on childhood perceptions are the parents
through their subtle iufluence in a variety of ivays. Parents are the
child's primary role model. They give direct and subtle expectations, and
demonstrate specific attitudes and beliefs. A s childreu grow they develop
an tinderstanding of what they believe their parents' attitudes, beliefs.
and expectations are. Eccles, Jacobs & Harold (lgqo) point out how
through self fulfilling prophesies. parents can play a \ital role in
socializing gender differences in children's self-perceptions, interests, and
ski11 acquisition. The impact of parental beliefs, expectations. and
attitudes bill be the focus of this section.
Research in the field of modeling has established the importance of
adult behavior as a standard for children. The behaiors exhibited by
parents and other aduIts are the behaviors which children adopt as their
owa repertoire (Meece at al, 1982). In addition to modeling behaviors, the

achievement literature has documented the importance of socializers'
attitudes and expectations in shaping childrens' self concepts and genera[
expectations for success (Meece at al, 1982). Eccles (1983) sums it up v e y
explicitly: that students for whom teachers and parents have high
expectations also have high expectations for themselves, and in fact do
better in course work,
Meece et al. (1982) suggests that socializers have different
expectations for girls and boys which they convey to these chiIdren in a
variety of ways, both directly and indirectly. In addition. by providing
different activities for female or male children, socializers can train

different interests and skill levels. For example, boys and girls may be
provided with different to_vs, and these early socialization experiences may
influence development of spatial and math abilities (Cooper & Robinson,
1989; Tracy, 1987). It is not unusual for boys to play with Lego and other

materials that help to develop these abilities. These early experiences cau
impact the childs' developing attitudes towards math, and later
pcrfornlance in math. These attitudes which the chiIdren develop are
sustained by the important socializers in their lives, and further expressed
by the childs developing attitudes about their own abilities.

.Jacobs (1991) used path analysis to examine if parents' gender role
stereotypes about mathematical ability influenced parental beliefs about
their child's n~athematicalability directly or indirectly, and the influence
rhese perceptions had on the child's self perceptions. She found that
pareuts' gender role stereotypes did not have a direct influence on

children's self perceptions. Rather, her findings indicated that parental
stereotypes interact with the sex of the child to directly influence the
parents' beliefs about the child's abilities. These beliefs about their
children. directly influence their child's self perceptions.
Male and female socializers probably have different attitudes and
behaviors towards math themselves, and so through their position as a
role model, they help create differences in the developing childreus'
perceptions (Meece et aI., 1982). It is d e a r that the process is complex,
and cycticaI. Socializers influence developing attitudes, which the
children begin to accept as their own constmcts of their reality, and they
express desire to do more, enjo-pent, etc., which the parents encourage,

and the circle repeats itself.
The complexity of parental influence is highlighted in the work of
Tennau (1954)- Eccles (1985) points to the Terman studies of gifted
indi\iduals and found that parents of gifted sons rated their sons as more
mechanically inclined and rated their gifted daughters as hacing more
drama and music skills. What is unclear in these results is if the parents
were estinliltiug bused on what they actually saw in their gifted offspring,
or if they created the bebarioral differences through differential
socialization processes. This concern is echoed in the work of Meece et al.
(1982) w.ho notes that there is considerable difficult. in ascertaining if
socializers are rctlecting actual achievement differences, or if the
achievement expectatiocs are causing the differences. The results
reported in Eccles (1985) ongoing study are somewhat more clear. This
work has found traditionat stereotypes on the part of socializers, with
parents of girls expecting their daughters to follow traditional patterns of
working, then leaving the work force to child rear while they expect their
sons to enter the math and science fields. The type and degree of
stereotypical attitudes on the part of socializers as they influence youth
career decision choices, \%-illbe examined next,
StereotyDical .Attitudes
Many cultural stereotypes ho[d that girls are generally less
competent in academic pursuits, particularly in math and science. If girls
incorporate these gender role stereotypes into their developing self
concepts, it cotild lead them to have less confidence in their general
abilities (Eccles, 1985). There is some evidence that parents do have lo\ver

expectatiotls for adolescent girls than for adolescent boys (Parsons, Adlcr cE.
.
is sometimes sex typed as a masculine subject. If
Kaczala. ~ 9 8 2 ) Math

girls infer that parents and teachers expect less from them in these
masculine subjects, they may internalize these views and reduce their
own expectations of themselves, and choose not to enroll in such courses

(Eccles. 1985; Meece et al., 1982). Meece et al. (1982) has found that
there is some support for the hypothesis that socializers do treat girls and
boys differently in a variety of ways that might be linked to math and
course selection. For example, they found that these beliefs lead to an
llrlderstanding of the occupational world, and the need to prepare oueself
for employmetlt in that world. Without the required math courses, girls
develop different \-ie\vs about their potential involvement in that world,
and about their ability to financially support themselves (Eccles, 1985).

Meece et al. (1982) found that much of the literature in the area of
gender stereotypes has mixed results. They point out that sex differences
in expectations of significant others are not universally found, but when
they do exist. they tend to favor boys over girls. They add that generally,
parents do not rate their daughters' math abiIity as lower than their sons'.
but they do rate their daughters' expectations for performance as lower
than their sons'. This means that parents believe both sexes are equally
capable of doing well in math, but parents do not expect them both to
measure up to those capabilities. This is consistent with Parsons, Adler. &

Kaczaia (1982) in their finding that in genera1 most parents have higher
educational expectancies for their sons than for their daughters.
In contrast. in a critical study, Yee Pr Eccles (1988) found that it is
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not the parental influence as a role mode1 which impacts their childrens'
developing attitudes as much as their role as interpreters of reality. This
study found that it was not the child's actual ability which impacted
parental perceptions as much as perceived parental beliefs about their
childs' abilities. Parents in this study believed their daughters had to work
harder than did parents of sons to do well in math. They attributed
success in math to hard work for daughters and to natural talent for sons.

These attitudes then in turn impact how the child perceives her
developing sense of competency.
Parents impact chiidrens' attitudinal development and
achievement choices in countless ways. A great deal of research has been
done over the years into the role of parents as socializers (Gregory, 1996).
What is less well hcotz-n, however, is how the children perceive their
parents' beliefs, expectations, and attitudes. Through their role as
socializers, how do parents he[p formulate their children's developing self
concept. and how do the children perceive this interaction? Rejskind
(1994) and Eccles (1987) agree that the individuals' interpretation of an

experience has more impact than the actual experience, Therefore, in
order to accurately understand how the developing adolescent perceives
her parents' beliefs. expectations and attitudes, it is necessary to question
the youth directly. Studies which survey youth directly will be examined
next.
Parental Attitudes
The attitudes parents hold about the roles of women and men in a
reiationship impact the entire family unit. The beliefs parents bold about

their sons' and daughters' competencies begin when their children are
young, and significantly formulate the children's attitudes. Recognition of
the importance of the family as the major socializer was asserted very
early on by Ginzberg, Berg, Brown, Herma, Yohalem, & Gorelick (1966)
when they pointed out that we are shaped by the society arouud us, and
that who we beconle is largely shaped by the families and society which we
are born into. The!. added that the quality of cducatiou and economic
status are additional forces which shape individuals. Acknowledgement of
the myriad of socializers which impact deveIopment is also recognized in
the theories of systemic interventions. These theories highlight the
system in which the individual functions, and note that change in one
part of the %stem affects all parts of the system (Hackney Sr Cormier,
1996). Within this framework, individuals can be best understood within

the larger social context in which they live. This theory recognizes the
strong influence of cultural and ethnic factors which produce wide
variations among families (Hach~ey& Cormier, 1996). This framework
allows recognition of the family as functioning as a system within other
systems in society. and it helps expand our understanding of the cultural
diversity evident in our schools and culture. It also highlights the
importance of the role of the family in socialization of youth, and helps us
understand where their perceptions of their parents and teachers
originate, what they perceile the expectations of these people to be, and
where the students' beliefs and values are stemming from.
Parents are recognized as being the most significant socialization
influence for their children. and primary determiners of children's career
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choices (Birk & Blirnlintl, 1984; Eccles Sr Harold, 1993; Trusty & Pirtle,
1998). Trusty (1999) states that parents are the most influential force in

children's educational development. As children mature, other socializers
begin to impact them (GIadwell, rqqg) but the role of parents remains
primav during the early years. The belief that parents play a crucial
role in math and science education and competency is highlighted by
Campbell & Mandel (1990). This research highIights to parents the need
to talk to their daughters about the importance of math and science as a
necessity in many career options. However, researchers are finding that.
frequeut ly, parents are not full. supportive of their daughters' academic
abilities.

RIevins-Knabe and Musun-Miller (1991) completed a study on

parental beliefs about their 4 and 5 year old childrens' number skiIIs.
They found that parents of boys had higher expectations of their sons than
parents of girls did of their daughters, believing that the boys would be
able to solve math tasks sooner than the girls. They argue that these
attitudes towards daughters' capabilities may have detrimental impacts
on these young girls' developing attitudes about their own competency in
math. Gutbezahl (1999) reiterates Lummis and Stevenson's (1990)
finding that by the time children enter kindergarten their parents expect
boys to be better at math and giris to be better at verbal tasks. Trusty and
Pirtle (1998) support this argument by pointing out that the process of
transnlission of gods from parent to child is strong, and parental
educational expectations influence chiIdren right through to adolescence.
Furthermore, Birk and BIimline (1984) point out that in their role as
primary career development facilitators, parents are frequently

reinforcing stereotypic career choices. Thcy add that parents convey
these stereotypes to their children through encouragement, or lack of
encouragement towards some career options and away from others
through their willingness to offer financial support to some career choices,
and not others.
In a study examining patterns of school achievement for boys aud

girls, Updcgnff, McHalc and Crouter (1996) examined gender roles in
marriage and the impact traditional versus egalitarian marriages have
on children. They h-vpothesized that girls from traditional families would
be more likely to exhibit the 'normative' declines in math and science
achievenlcrit seen across transitions to grade seven. Traditional
marriages were defined as those in which the woman does the majority of
household chores and childrearing, and egalitarian marriages are those in

which both parents have relatil-el? equal responsibilities in relation to
child care and household chores.

The researchers suggest that egalitarian

families may reward their daughters' math and science achievements and
emphasize non-traditional career opportunities more than traditional
families. The findings indicated higher levels of paternal involvement for
both girls ilnd boys in egalitarian families, whereas no significant
difference \+'as f o ~ n din absolute time spent with mothers across family
BQes. Egalitarian family types had less traditional sex role attitudes on
the part of both mothers and fathers. The major finding supported their
hypothesis in that girls from egalitarian families were less likely to exhibit
the 'normative' declines in math and science grades which are generally
reported across the transition to seventh grade. The findings relating to

boys were not significant. The study highlights the impact that both
parents have on developing attitudes of their children. The authors
suggest that mothers and fathers together create an encironment which
may impact the developing attitudes of their adolescent children. This
work is supported by Tn~styand Pirtle (1998) who found that, contray to
previous research, educational aspirations were influenced equally by
mothers' and fathers' expectations for their children. Examination of
parental competency betiefs will be examined next xithin the context of
this research on the impact of both parents transmission of gender roles.
The Parsons. Adler and Kaczala (1982) study found no significant
difference in math competency on grades or standardized test scores for
students. yet parents did have sex differences in competency beliefs about
their children. These sex-differentiated perceptions and attitudes play a
critical role in socializing girls' and boys' self perceptions of their
competency in math (Jacobs & Eccles 1992). Additional support of these
stereowic attitudes is made by Eccles, Adler, and Kaczala (1982) in their
study which found that parents of daughters believed their daughters had
to work harder to do weIl in math than did parents of sons. even when the
children's actual ability in math was controlled for. In addition, parents of
sons believed advanced math courses were more important for their sons
than did parents of daughters. Yee and Eccles (1988) support this finding
with results that show- that parents credited daughters with more effort
than sons, and sons with more talent than daughters for successful math
performances. SpecificalI_v,they found that mothers credited their sons'
successes to talent. and their daughters' to hard work and effort. Fathers,

however, did uot differ in their attributions of ability for sons or
daughters. However, fathers did attribute effort in the same fashion as
mothers. Essentially, parents perceive talent (the quality responsible for
their sons' success) is a stable attribution, and effort (the quality
responsible for their daughters' success) is an unstable attribution.

In addition, Eccles. Jacobs, Harold, Yoon, Arbreton, and FreedmanDoan (1993) add that their previous work has also shown that parents
believe that gender differences in math talent exist. They add that
parents were more likely to attribute their child's success to natural talent

iu math and sports if their child is a boy, and were more likely to attribute
their child's success in language endeavors to natural talent if their child
was a girl. With these beliefs, parents may be communicating confidence

about their sons' future success in math, while conveying doubts about
their daughters' likelihood of success in mathematical endeavors.
Jacobs and Weisz (1992)note that parental gender stereotypes
directIy influence their perceptions of their children's abilities, resulting
in more positive perceptions for children favored by the stereotype. For
example. daughters were favored to engage in sociaI actitities, and sons in
math and sports activities. tn turn, they found that these parental
perceptions influence their children's self-perceptions of their abilities in
each domain. They conclude that parents' gender stereotypes have an
indirect influence on their children's self perceptions of ability, and that
depends on the child's gender.
Mothers' Attitudes
There is continuing debate about whether o r not parents equally

influence their adolescents educational expectations. The trend in the
literature does suggest there are differences in the ways mothers and
fathers impact their adolescent's developing perceptions (Noller & CalIan,
1989; Pipp, Shaver, Jennings, Lamborn & Fischer 1985; Trusty & Pirtle,
1998). More research has examined the impact of mothers' attitudes

towards their children than fathers impact.

Findings indicate that the

beliefs that mothers hold about their children impact developing attitudes
in a variety of ways. These influences will be examined in this section.

Research into the direct influence mothers have on their children
was conducted by Jacobs and Eccles (1992). They surveyed
approximately 1500 mothers and their

11

to

12 year

old children about

the children's abilities in three sex-typed domains (math, sports, and social
activities). The goal of this study was to investigate the relationship
between mothers' gender stereotypic beliefs, their perceptions about their
children's competence, and their children's self perceptions in the above
mentioned domains. The issue in this study was one of perceptions held by
parents, those who endorse the cuIturalIy dominant stereotypes, and those
who do not. Was there a difference in how these bvo types of parents
distorted their perceptions of their own child's competencies? The resuits
indicated that parental stereoB-pes do impact and distort their beliefs
about their children's competencies. If the child's sex was favored by the
stereoh-pe. then parents tended to overestimate their child's abiiity.
However, if the child's sex was not favored by the parent's stereotype, then
the parent tended to underestimate their child's ability. The overall
influence from these stereotypes is subtle, yet their impact has long term
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implications. Parents can create a self fulfilling prophesy over time by

channeling the child's actions to confirm the perceiver's stereotype. The
young girl whose mother holds stereotypical views about girls and math
may receive less Fdt-onble messages about her own abilities, and less

opportunities to develop her skills. In turn, this can limit her beliefs about

her own abilities, her choices of cortrses, and ultimately occupations.
These limitations may leave her unable to compete in the math and

science areas, and only eligible for tnditional female, lower paying
occupations. How adolescents internalize these expectancies will be

examined next.
Adoiescen ts Perceot ions

There has been very little research done to date which examines the
childs' perceptions of the parents' beliefs. Shek (2000) points out that
how relationships are perceived by the adolescents themselves is unclear,
largely due to a lack of research in this specific area. Eccles has shown how
parental beliefs can impact the growing childs' p e r c e p t i o ~ o fherself as
competent, but little research exists on how the child perceives the

parents' beliefs, expectations and attitudes. The following section will
examine the literature about how students internalize their parents'

beliefs, expectations and attitudes,
Pipp et al. (1985) poiat out the developmentaI nature of adolescence
as a time of reorganization of identity, and reevaluation of relationships
with parents- A major task of this progression is to maintain the
parentlchild relationship while restructuring it so that the child can

become an adult within the relationship. Part of this experience involves

dominance, and they found that as the adolescent self becomes
increasingly dominant, the parents' dominance decreases. This process
occurs within a framework of home, school, peers, and increasing physical
separateness from parents, Pipp et al. (1985) note that adolescents
typically make bleak reports about their relationships 14th their parents
as being dissatisfying and disruptive.
The work of Noller & Callao (1989) examined adolescents'
perceptions of the nature of their communication with each parent, Their

work supports Pipp et al. (1985) in the finding that adolescents view their
relationship with their mother as more negotiabte than the relationship
~ 4 t htheir father. They also found that it was the mothers' more frequent
initiation of discussions with their younger adolescents and their greater
recognition of their opinions Iead to older adolescents interacting more
often wvith mothers than fathers.
Newrnan (1989) examined the parent-child relationship in an
attempt to help clarifv the changing balance between individuation and
cohesiveness over the age span of 11-17 years. Of interest was how male
and female students perceived their parents socialization processes, and if
mothers and fathers differ in their responses to sons and daughters. The
findings suggested that the processes of individuation and cohesiveness
were different for boys and girls. Daughters reported wanting to be more
like their mothers than sons, and girls were more confident about their
mothers' love than were sons. Daughters a[so had a greater wilIingness to
rely on the opinions of others when making decisions. Overall, the older
adolescents were least confident in their parents' love. Closeness and
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understanding appeared to diminish from age

11

to

17,

with

11 year

olds

being the most confident about their parents' love for them, and the 17
years olds being the least confident about parental love for them. In
addition, Newman found that fathers showed an increasing confidence in
their childrens' ideas, and encouraged independence most in their r4 year
old sons. At age 17 this new level of individuation was expressed in 17

years olds' willingness to def) their parents. At the same time their

parents expected their

17

year olds to make decisions on their own. When

asked about which qualities adolescents and parents admired most about
each other, mothers admired cohesive qualities, while fathers tended to
admire individuation qualities. Likewise, the adolescents admired
cohesive qualities most in their mothers. and indi\-iduation qualities in
their fathers. Newman's data indicated that families with adolescents
strive to develop individuation and cohesiveness, but overall there was a
strong preference for cohesit.eness.
Shek (2000) completed a study on adolescent perceptions relating to
differences between fathers and mothers in the treatment of and
relationships with their children. After conducting several 2x2 analyses
of variance, the statistics revealed a main effect for time, with the older
adolescents perception of parental concern becoming less positive. The
findings indicate the adolescents found fathers to be less responsive, less
demanding, demonstrated less concern, and tended to be more harsh thau
mothers. They also reported more negative feelings when communicating
with fat hers. When adolescent females were compared to adolescent

males, the females felt their parents were more demanding. Cher time,
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parenting characteristics were rated less favorably. Shek

(2000)also

adds

that adolescent females showed a trend of hating slightly more negative
perceptions of their fathers' parenting characteristics than adolescent

males. Overall, the adolescents in this survey reported a better
relationship with their mothers than with their fathers. Regarding
gender differences, Shek (2000) found that adolescent females perceived
their parents to be more demanding, while males perceived their parents
to be more harsh. Shek notes that his findings are generally consistent
with previous research such as Paulson & Sputa, (1996) in particular that

the adolescents perceived parenting characteristics to be Iess positive
across time. =Use, Shek

(2000)found

that family cohesion was perceived

to be lower by twelfth graders as compared with ninth graders.
An interesting finding was made in the work of Pipp et al. (1985) in

their study of adolescent theories about their relationships with their
parents. Pipp et al. (1985) found that adolescents characterized their
relationships bith their two parents differently, portraying their
relationship with their mothers' as more equal, and marked by more
responsibility and friendliness. Their relations hips with their fat hers were
marked by Iess equality and more authority. They suggest that
adolescents may perceive their relationship with their mothers' as more
negotiable. Noiler & Callan (1989)add that adoIescents were more likellto Limit their communications with their fathers, and to be more defensive
and guarded toward them,

Moreover, Noller and Cailan (1989) found

that adolescents report less conflict with their fathers than with their
mothers. They suggest that this may be due to adolescents having most of

their meaningful communication with their mothers, aud so more
opportunities arise for disagreement. This finding is important because
much has been witten about how parents perceive their sons and
daughters differently, particularly about their skills in math, science, and
language arts, but there is little written about how adolescents perceive
differences in their perceptions of their parents'.
Paulson and Sputa (1996) completed a stt~dydesigned to examine
adolescents' perceptions of parenting style and parental involvement, and
changes in parenting style between the adolescents' ninth and twelfth
grades. Questionnaires were completed bq* 244 grade niue student
participants, with 31 families participating in a follow-up questionnaire
three years later. In each case the adolescents completed a questionnaire,
with their mothers and fathers completing their respective versions of the
questionnaire. One of the foci of this study was to explore the difference
between parents' and adolescents' perceptions of parenting style and
parental involvement. The authors recognized the importance of parental
inc-olvement in achievement outcomes, particularly parental values and
expectations. They suggested that what parents perceive they are doing
at home may not be what the adolescent perceives. In an attempt to
understand this discrepancy, they completed the questionnaires with
parents and adolescents, and completed the longitudinal study as follownp. The authors expected the Ievel of parenting to decline, but also

expected the perceptions of parenting to remain the same. The results
revealed that both mothers and fathers consistently perceived themselves
as higher on paren ti ng characteristics (demandingness. responsiveness,
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achievement values, school work, and school functions) thau did their
adolescents. The data atso showed that students report both their mothers
and fathers show less interest in their schoolwork, but report no change in
values towards achievement between grade 9 to grade

12.

The authors

discuss the importance of perceptions, noting that it may be the
perceptions which are actually more important predictors of outcomes
than actual behavior. This finding is in support of the work by Meece et al.
(1982) which also found it is the perceptions children develop which
become their reality.
Studies of student attitudes show that some adolescent girls perceive
they are as capabIe in math as their male peers.

The work of Chouinard,

Vezeau, Bouffard and Jenkins (1999) in Montreal found that girls
presented a more positive attitude towards mathematics than did boys.
This study sumeyed 1.885 students about gender differences in relation to
perceptions of attitudes of social agents (for example, how important the
student believes her success in math is to her parents). Both the boys and
girls reported receiving less encouragement from their mothers as they
matured. Once again this finding is critical because parentaI attitude has
been shown to be a greater indicator of success in math than actual
performance results (Eccles et al,, 1983; Jacobs & Eccles, 1992; Meece et

al., 1982).

In summary, it would appear that there is a significant gap in the
literature with respect to how youth perceive their family unit as
socializers. How do adolescents perceive and internalize the varied and
complex messages from their teachers, counsetors, and parents? An
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examination of these socializers from the perspective of the youth has not
been adequately addressed in the literature. Moreover, Cannou, Lupart, &
Rose. (1998) point out that there are very few Canadian studies at the
junior and senior high school levels which examine the psychological and
sociologicai influences on student's academic choices and f~iturecareer
paths. The present research attempts to address these significant gaps in
the research. Through multivariate statistics, using the data generated
from the adapted Academic Choices and Achievement Sun-ey, the current
study will address three exploratory questions:
1.

Will there be an interaction effect between rnaie, female. grade 7 , and

grade ro students' perceptions of parents' beliefs, expectations and
attitudes?
2.

Do females have different perceptions of parents' beliefs, expectations,

and attitudes than maIes? and
3. Do grade 7 students have different perceptions of parents' beliefs,

expectations, and attitudes than grade

10

students?

METHOD

Oveniew of the Current Studv
The curreat study is couched within the framework of a larger

research project entitled Gender Differences in Student Participation and
Achievement in the Sciences: Choice or Chance? This larger study has

several objectives. These are:
"1.

2.

:3 -

.
5.

To investigate the key personal and educational factors that
contribute to junior and senior high school participation and
high achievement in the sciences for males and females.
To identie the factors that most directlv contribute to
decisions on the part of males and particularly females to
pursue programs and careers in science and reiated
disciplines.
To explore roots of differences and similarities for males and
females in early decisions about adult life role and career
choices.
To investigate parent/ teacher/counselor influence on student
participation in the sciences.
The employment and assessment of the value of Eccles'
Achievement-Choice ModeI* (Lupart, 1998. SHRC Research
Gmnt Proposal).

This extensive project involves data coIlection from students, parents,

teachers. and counselors, over a three year period. The initial phase
involved administration of and statistic21 analysis of a sumey,
administered to a large sample of grade 7 and grade LO students (Lupart EE

Cannon,

2000).

The Michigan Study of Adolescent Life Transitions Questionnaire
(MS.UdT) has been ex?ensiveiy developed and statistically validated by
Ecules and others over the past hvo decades (see Eccles, ~987;Eccles &

:3 8

Jacobs, 1986: Eccles-Parsons, Kaczala, & Meece, 1982; Wigfield & Eccles,
1992). For the purposes of the larger study entitled "Academic Choices

and Achievement Sun-ey" a 209 item sunrey was developed, based on the
MSALTQ. The current study invoi-es a selection of questions from the

initial quantitative data from the grade 7 and lo student surveys. The
focus was on the investigation of specific factors (i-e., indicidual's
perception of parents' beliefs, expectations and attitudes, which are
believed to impact achievement related choices using Eccles' ExpectancyValue model (Eccles, 1985, 1987).
Sam~linq
The sumey included 808 grade 7 students (435 girls and 373 boys)
and 523 g n d e lo students (291 girls and

232

boys) drawn from Calgary

and area schools. The schools were selected to give representation to all
socioeconomic strata, and to each quadrant of the city, as well as and to
ensure representation from rural areas surrounding the city. Approval
for urban student participation was requested from the Calgary Board of
Education and the Calgary Roman Catholic Separate School District.
Approval for rural participants was sought from Rocky View School
District and Foothills School District. Administrators responsible for
research for each of the four schooI boards were contacted, and provided
with a sample information and consent letter. Based on the
recommendations of these administrators, school principals were then
contacted.
The process of indi~idualschool seIection consisted of a
representative sample of senior high schools first, with the jnnior high

schools which feed into the senior high schools later approached for
participation. Once approval was obtained from the respective school
boards, the choices of individual schools were then finalized. The final
sample consisted of 14 senior high schools and 17 junior high feeder
schools. Discussion has then carried out with each of the school principals
aud/or science coordinators to ensure they were fully aware of the goals
and intents of the study, and to provide sufficient information to discuss
the survey and time requirements with their staff.
Letters outlining specific detail to school principals and parents
regarding Infom~edConsent and adherence to the School Act-Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy (FOIPP) were provided (Cannon,
Lupart, & Rose, 1998) (Appendix A). This letter described the aims and
methods of the research, the detailed nature of student involvement, and
the possible risks to which students may have been exposed. The letter
ensured that student participation was strictly voluntary, and that
parental permission was required in order for any student to participate.
This letter noted that students were to be informed that they had the
option to withdraw at any time even with their parents' permission to
participate. The letter outlined the steps which would be undertaken to
ensure participant anon!mity.

such as removal of identifying data,

assignment of a number code, and guarantees that no identifving data
woutd be released to teachers, and that the surveys were to be securely
stored and accessible only to individuals directly involved with the
project. This letter noted that results would be used in graduate student
theses and published articles.

Duplicate parental consent forms were attached to this letter
(-Appendix B). This consent form reiterated the information provided in
the above mentioned letter, and provided additional detail, such as adding
that further protection \\ill be in place after sunrey completion through
keeping all records in a locked storage facility at the University of Calgary.
Furthermore, it stated that all data is to be destroyed 5 years after data
analysis is completed, through shredding. This consent form provided
space for parents to either authorize their child to participate, or not to
participate. It requested that parents return the consent form regardless
of their decision, for study record keeping purposes. The duplicate consent

form was provided so that parents could keep one copy for their records.
Procedure
Once the schools were selected, individual students were invited to
participate. SchooI staff tallied the number of grade 7 and lo students
enrolled in science during the school year. This provided the research
team with numbers for the consent packages. The researchers then
provided the information tetter (Appendix A) to the parents, two consent
forms, (Appendix B) and a stamped, university addressed envelope, in
another stamped, sealed envelope to the school secretaria1 staff. In order to
ensure universiv staff maintained the School Act-Freedom of Information
and Protection of Privacy regulations, school secretarial staff then labeled
the packages, and mailed them to parents. The positive response rate was
approximately 40%. with a balance between males and females.
Two pilot suneys were completed in December 1999 with the
university team to determine time requirements and develop

4

1

standardized administration procedures. Graduate students were trained
in the requirements of adhering to the School Act-Freedom of Information

and Protection of Privacy procedures. The team developed procedures for
contacting participating teachers in the school, setting up times, and
informing teachers of the general time requirements for each grade.
Based on the first two pilot surveys completed, it was determined that

grade 7 students required approximately 30-45 minutes to complete, and
grade

10 students

required approximately 20-30 minutes.

Surveys were administered from January

2000

to June

2000.

The

graduate students worked in teams of two for each survey administration,
to ensure adequate student supervision and safety. The teams were
responsible for arranging a time with each classroom teacher and/or
administrator which was suitable to the schools needs. They took to each
school the original university copies of parental consent forms,and
altowed administrators and/or students to verify their participation if
requested. Administration was consistently scheduled during science class
times, and a supply of Science Activity Packages designed to occupy any
non-participating students was available if requested, by the supervising
science teacher.
The research team developed specific administration procedures.
These began with instructions to the students that they were participating

in a University of C a l g a ~sumey entided "Gender Differences in Student
Participation and Achievement in the sciences: Choice or Chance?" The
survey was briefly discussed, informing the students that the questions
were about their attitudes, plans, career decisions, and some general

demographic information. They w r e informed that there were no right
o r w-rong answers to the questions, just their individual responses.
Students were also told about the School Act-Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy procedures: that their participation was voluntary,
even with their parents' consent, and that tbey had the freedom to
withdratv from the sun-ey at any time. Students were informed of the
steps which would be undertaken to ensure their anonymity, such as
removal of identifiing data, guamntes that no identieng data would be
released to teachers, and the surveys were to be securely stored and
accessible only to individuals directly invoived with the project. They
were also informed that results tvould be used in graduate student theses
and published articles. Once the students began the survey, team
members went to each inditiduai and asked them to check their name off
the master list. to ensure that each student was authorized to participate,
and to keep an accurate count of student numbers- These student lists
were later destroyed.
Instrumentation
Based on the Eccles Michigan Stud?; of Adolescent Life Transitions

Questionnaire (MSAUTQf a current 209 item sunrey was adapted and
developed. The MSXT is a 15 year longitudinal study of approximately
1000 adolescents

from southeast Michigan (EccIes, 1994). The main focus

of this study was to study adolescent pqchosocial development across
three life stages:

I)

transition from middle school to junior high,

2)

tnnsition from junior high through to high school, and 3) transition from
high school to post-seconda~/colIege. The results of this study have

prokided stroug support of the ralidity and reliabilie of the MSALT
questionnaire. The priman change in the adapted version employed in
the curreut study were to eliminate questions irrelevant to the subject age
groups and/or the specific research interests specified by Lupart, Cannon
and Rose.
The sun-ey also included the follotving sections: (i) background
information (e-g. gender. family status, level of parental education,
language spoken at home). (ii) general (e-g. schoolwork, self esteem), (iii)
relationship with father and/or mother, (iv) interest and value of math,
tanguage arts. science. and computers. (v) future plans and career
choices, (vi) adult roles in sociee, (vii) friends, and (viii) family
attachment. Most questions had responses on a five point Likert scale,
with responses consisting of StrongIy Disagree, Disagree, Neither Agree
nor Disagree, Agree, and Strongly Agree. See Appendix C for the complete
survey.
The subsample of constructs pulled from the Expectancy-Value

model which are relevant to the current study include involved pareats.
parent-child affective relationship, admiration of parents, parental
reactions to schoolwork, parents' beliefs about important behaviors,
parents' importance for responsibility, parents' importance for
achievement, activities isith parents. reaching others' expectations in
math. reaching others' expectations in language arts, reaching others'
expectations in science, and importance to parents.
Data Analvsis
.A complete list of the sumej- items analjxed in the current study
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can be found in Appendix D. Data analysis tvas carried out in two stages.
Stage one consisted of multivariate statistics, and stage two involved
power analysis.
Multivariate Statistics
The current study involves the initial quantitative data from the

grade 7 and grade LO student suweys. From the 209 survey items, 36
were selected as they related to the present study of individuals'
perceptions of parents' beliefs, expectations, and attitudes and the
corresponding constructs (see Appendix D). Items

21,23, 29,

31, 35, were

~vordedin the negative. and so were recoded. Recoding involved computer
programming to reverse the Likert scale in order to be consistent with the
rest of the surrey. For example. question

21 was

recoded. It read, 'No

matter how well I do in school, my dad doesn't think it's good enough.' The
Likert scale ivas then reversed, so that responses ranged from a score of 5

for Strongly Disagree and a score of I for Strongly Agree. This procedure
ensured that all responses were worded in the same direction for statistical
analysis. Dependent variables were the five response choices on the Likert
scales

(1

Disagree,

= Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree. 3 = Neither Agree nor
;F =

Agree, and 5 = Strongly Agree).

Consistent with the three

expiorator?; questions, multivariate analysis of variance was performed to
determine if there were any gender differences. grade differences, or
interaction effects. The significance leveI \+-as set at -05.
Power .kalvsis
In order to further examine grade differences between the males and
females, the effect sizes (4 were computed as the larger mean minus the

4.5

smaller mean, divided by the common standard dekfation (Cohen, ~988;
Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). Accordingly, an effect size about

.2

should be

considered a small one, while an effect size about .S might be considered as
moderate, and an effect size more than -8should be seen as important.
Summitry
In summary, the Gender Differences and Student Participation and
.Ichievement in the Sciences: Choice or Chance? survey prmided the
framework for the current study. Key areas of focus included examination
of factors which contribute to participation in the maths and sciences in
school, and later in career choices. Informed Consent and School ActFreedom of Information and Protection of Privacy information has been
highlighted. Data collection procedures were discussed through the use of
a 209 item questionnaire. The intent was to administer it to
and

1500

1500

grade 7

grade LO students in the Calgary and surrounding areas. Data

analyses consisted of multivariate statistics, followed by power analysis.

CHAPTER V
RESULTS

Partici~ants
For the purposes of the current research, 1331 surveys were
validated and employed in the data analysis. Of these ~331,808 were
grade 7 students, (435 girls, and 373 boys) and 523 were grade ro

students (291 girls and 232 boys).
It ems Analvzed
This study examined grade 7 and grade

LO students'

perceptions of

their parental expectations, beliefs, and values. Initially, iterns were
drawn from a larger data matrix which examined 56 variables in total.

These 56 items were the survey questions which related directly to the
Eccles Expectancy-Value Model, box z
4(see Figure

I).

From this larger

pool, 36 items were selected for analysis which related to the specific focus
of inditiduais' perceptions of parents' beliefs, expectations, and attitudes
(Appendix D). For statistical analysis, each response on the Likert scale
was coded as

1:

Strongly Disagree, 2: Agree, 3: Neither Agree nor

Disagree, 4: Disagree, and 5: Strongly Agree, for data entry.
For the purposes of this research, information relating specifically to
the area of individuals' perceptions of parents' beliefs, expectations, and
attitudes was used. The constrvcts included in the data analysis consisted
of grade; gender: fathers' job satisfaction; parent child affective
relationship; parental reactions to school work: (not good enough);
invoked parents; parental reactions to school work: (disappointed);
activities with parents: get help from parents; mothers job satisfaction,

parents beliefs about important behaviors parent importance for
responsibility; parental importance for achievement; influence of fathers'

advice; reaching others' expectations in math; importance to others: at1

domains. Appendix D contains a tist of the 36 specific survey items
analyzed through muitivariate statistics.
A multivariate analysis of variance using Statistical Package for the

Social Sciences (SPSS) was performed to test the three expiordtory
questions which provide the focus of this study. These questions were

posed to examine if difference would occur in the data based on the age of
respondents. gender of respondents, or if age and gender had any

interaction effects. The significance !eve1 was set at .05.
Research Questions and Data Analvses

Emloratory Question

I:

Will there be an interaction effect between male, female,

grade 7,and grade lo students' perceptions of parents' beliefs,
expectations and attitudes?
Multivariate statistics were used to examine the relevant 36 survey
items through a

2

(Grade) by

2

(Gender) multivariate analysis of

variance. These variables are listed in Appendix D. This analysis

examined if an intemction occurred between the two twiables of gender
and gnde. There wxs no significant gender by grade interaction effect
( W i l l s Lambda =o.968. F (36,~24~)=~.121,
p=0.287).

Exploratorv Ouestion

#2:

Do females have different perceptions of socializers' beliefs,
expectations, and attitudes than males?

As with exploratory question #I, multivariate statistics were again

employed on the relevant 36 survey items analyzed for question

#2.

These survey items are listed in Appendix D, This analysis examined if a
significant difference occurred in the responses based on the variable of
gender. Using a

2

(Grade) by

2

(gender) multivariate analysis, there was

no significant main effect of gender (Wilks Lambda = 0.968: F
(36,1241)=1.137, p=o.267).

Eu~loratorvOuestion #a:
Do grade 7 students have different perceptions of socializers'

beliefs, expectations, and attitudes than grade

10

students?

.ks with explontory questions #r and #2, the same :j6 relevant

survey items were also examined statistically to determine if differences
occurred by grade. These 36 items are listed in Appendix D.
Multivariately, there was a significant effect by grade (Wilks Lambda =
0.729, F (36,1241)=12.781, p<o.001). Univariately, there were 28

significant effects by grade which are listed in Appendix E. Multivariate
analyses allow the researcher to understand where significant differences
exist in the data, but they do not allow for an adequate examination of the
size of these differences. Of the 28 significant findings, the data does not

distinguish which results represent the largest differences between grade 7
and grade LO students. In order to isolate these size differences, these 28
statistically significant differences were then examined in more detail
through power analysis*
Power -4nalvsis
Only the third research question was fount! to be significant in the

multivariate statistical analysis, and therefore the first two questions
were eliminated from the power analyses. To further understand the
magnitude of the differences between grade 7 and g n d e lo students, the
data was collapsed across the grades. Power analysis was then completed
to determine the effect sizes (d)or the degree to which a phenomenon
exists. By converting mean differences into standardized scores, a
comparative effect size could be determined (Cohen, 1988; Farenga Sr
Joyce 1999). 'The effect sizes ranged from Trivial, to Small, to Medium.
The respective survey questions are listed, with their effect sizes in
.Appendix F. Only the largest six items were then selected for disct~ssion,
those which fell into the medium and small effect size. These questions.
and the constructs they support will be discussed below.
.As discussed in the instrumentation section, a sub-sample of

constructs was identified as they relate to box 2A of the Expectancy-Value
Model. This sub-sarnpIe includes the construct of reaching others*
expectations in math, and reaching others' expectations in science.
Specifically, survey items 59 and

110

are both related to the constructs of

meeting parental expectations in math and science.
These items were examined for gender by gnde interaction effects,
which were not significant. Because there were no statistically significant

interaction effects, the data was then examined for main effects. Survey
items which were found to have statisticaIly significant main effects, and
will be anal!xed

in detail are Q q , Q25, 432, 433, Qsg, and Qllo. There

was no gender by grade interaction effect on these individuaIIy selected
items. This indicates that the gender effect does not change from grade to

grade, and that the grade effect does not change across gender.
Q59: 1 am going to do as well in math this year as my parent(s)
want

me to do.
.Analysis of variance (ANOVA)on this item showed a significant

difference by grade (F(~,~276)=130.256,
~<o.ooL).
More students chose
Agree than any other rating. These results indicate that geuenlly
students' perceived they were measuring up to parental expectations.
Students who rated Strongly Disagree made up 4 % of the surveys, and
Disagree was 10.6%. The percentage of students who were undecided was
26%, 36.3% chose

Agree and

selected Strongly Agree. This

22.5%

indicates that most of the students surveyed felt that they were going to
meet parental expectations in math.
Power analysis revealed a medium effect size (d=o.6416) reflecting
the difference which existed between the grade 7 perceptions and the
grade lo perceptions of meeting parental expectations. This was the
largest effect size found indicating this item represented the largest change
in adotescent perception. This main effect is depicted in Figure 2.
The statistically significant main effect shows that as a group, grade
7 students perceived they were going to meet parental expectations in

math more strongly than grade

LO

students. The trend within the data

across gender was not statistically significant, however it indicates that
grade 7 boys felt most confident about meeting parental expectations,

followed by grade 7 girls. Grade to boys were less certain about meeting
parental expectations, and grade

10

girls had the least confidence of all the

groups. The means of these results are presented in Table

1.

Table

1

O ss: Means and Standard Deviations of Grade 7 and Grade

LO Students'

Perceptions of Meeting Parental bectations in Math

Grade
Variable

Male

Grade LO

;!

Female

Male

Female

Figure 2
0 59: Main Effect of Grade on Student Perce~tionof Meeting
Parental Ex~ectationsin Math

Response
Means 3

Grade 7

Female

Grade 10

.5 3

QIIO. I a m going to do as well in science this year as my parent(s)

want me to do.
Abalysisof variance (ANOVA) on this item revealed a significant
differeuce by grade (F(1,1276)= 64.003, pc0.001).

Results indicate that

gcneralty students' perceived they were measuring up to parental
expectations with more students choosing Agree than any other rating.
Students who rated Strongly Disagree made up 3.4 % of the surveys, and
Disagree was 9%. The percentage of students who were undecided was
26.706, 38.3% chose Agree and 22.6% selected Strongly Agree.

The power analysis revealed a small effect size (d=0.4549)
reflecting the difference which existed between the grade 7 perceptions

and the grade lo perceptions of meeting parental expectations. This main
effect is graphically depicted in Figure 3.

Power analysis sho\vs that as a group, grade 7 students perceived
they were going to meet parental expectations in science more strongly
than grade LO students. Although across gender analysis was not
significant, a trend in the data indicated that the grade 7 boys felt most
contident about meeting parental expectations, followed by grade 7 girls.
This expectation deciined across the grades with grade to boys less certain
about meeting parental expectations, and grade LO girls had the least
confidence of ail the groups. Table 2 presents the means.

Table

2

2
Perce~tionsof Meeting Parental Exwtations in Science.

Grade
Variab te

Male

Gnde ro

7

Female

Male

Female

Figure

:j

0 110: Main Effect of Grade on Student Perception of Meetina
Parental Expectations in Science

Response
Means

3

Grade 7

Female

Grade 10
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Relating again to the sub-sample of constructs from the ExpectancyValue Model, survey items 33 and 25 are related to the construct of
Activities with parents: get help from parents, These items examine the
extent to which adoIescent youth perceive they can count on their parents
for assistance with homervork.

433. If I need help with my homework, 1 can count on my mom.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) an this item indicated a significant
difference by grade (F( i ~ 2 7 6=) 114-607, p<o.oo 1). This difference
between grade 7 and grade zo scores represented a statistically significant
main effect. Most students surveyed felt they could count on their
mothers to help them with homework, with 36.1%choosing Agree, and
36.3% choosing Strongly Agree. The percentage of students who Neither

Agreed nor Disagreed was 17.5,Disagree was 6.5, and Strongly Disagree
was 3.7. Overall, this indicates that 72% of the sumey sample perceive
their mother is available to assist them with school work when it is
required. These results are depicted in Table 3.
The main effect (d = -6077)derived from power analysis shows that

as a group, grade

;Istudents

perceived they could count on their mother

for help with homework more than grade lo students perceived they could
rely on their mothers for assistance. This item showed the second largest
main effect, falling within the range of medium effect size. This finding is
consistent with the literature base. Gutbezahl, (1995) found that parents
helped their daughters Iess with homework as they matured.
In addition to the above mentioned main effect, there was a trend
in the data between boys and girls. This trend was evident in the
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perception of maternal assistance being felt most by the grade 7 males
with a mean score of 4.22 (SD = 0.95) in comparison to grade 7 females
(mean = 4-18, SD = 0.93). The decline in perception of maternal
availability and help was further evident in the grade lo results. The

grade lo boys felt less likely to count on their mothers for help (mean
3.67, SD =

1.06).

=

The grade to females demonstrated the greatest drap in

expectations for help from their mothers (mean = 3.51, SD = 1-09).

Table 3

Q

?R:

Means and Standard Deviations of Gnde

7

and Grade ro Students'

Perce~tionsof Beine Able to Count on Mother for &ID

with Homework

-

Grade lo

Grade 7

Variable

Male

Female

Male

Female

Figure 4

m:~:
Main Effect of Grade on Student Perce~tionof Beine Able
to Count on Mother to H e l ~With Homework

Response
Means 3

Grade 7

Grade 10

425. I f I need help with my homework, I can count on my dad.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) on this item indicated a significant
differeuce by grade (F(1,1276)= 6 1.423, p<o.oo 1). Most students
selected Strongly Agree (40.5%). This compares to 31% selecting Agree,
which adds up to 71.5% of all students sumeyed feeling that their father
was available to help them with school work when needed. Students who
felt strongly that they couId not count on their fathers for help made

tip

6.0% of the sun-ey. Students who selected Disagree made up 8%of the

survey, and 13.7% were undecided.
Power analysis revealed a small main effect (d = .MI), depicted in

Figure

j.

'This deciine is consistent with the literature base in suggesting

that parents offer Iess assistance with homework to their daughters than to
their sons. Consistent with the other findings analyzed in the current
study, it is the gnde lo adolescent girls who are most impacted by the
feelings that their parents are unavailable to assist them with their
school~vork AdditionaI detail about this item is provided in the discussion.
Both sexes perceived Iess heIp was available to them from their
fathers in grade

LO than

in grade 7. The non significant trend within this

item is simiiar to the other items analyzed in that grade 7 boys had the
most confidence in their father being available to assist them with
school~vork(grade 7 boys mean score = 4-19, SD =

1.08).

This was

followed by gnde 7 girls with a mean score of 4-07(SD = 1-09). The
decline in expectation for help from fathers was evident in grade ro boys
(mean

= 3.72,

SD = 1-18)and girls (mean = 3.50 , SD = 1-28),but

impacted the girls more severely. These resuIts are represented in Table 4.

Table 4
02.5:Means

and Standard Deviations of Grade

7

and Grade lo Students'

Perce~tionsof Beine; Able to Count on Dad to H e i ~With Homework

Grade
Variable

Male

Grade LO

;.

Female

Male

Female

Figure 5

0 25: Main Effect of Grade on Student Perce~tionof Beine Able
to Count on Dad to H e b With Homeruork

Response
Means

3

I

Grade 7

c
Female

I

Grade 10

Items 32 and q relate to the Expectaucy-Vatue Model constructs of

parent-child affective relations hip, admire mom, and admire dad. 'These
items examine the adolescent-parent relationship from the perspective of
how the adolescent feeIs about spending time with their mother and with

their father.
Q3n. 1 like being with my mom.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) on this iten1 established a main effect
by grade (F(1,1276)=105.436, p<o-oar). The vast majority of

respondents feIt they enjoyed being with their mother, with 50.4% of
students choosing Strongly Agree, and 37.4% choosing Agree. Only 8.6%

chose Neither Agree nor Disagree. Students selecting Disagree made up
1.996,and 1.8% of students chose Strongly Disagree.
Again, as with the other findings, the main effect showed a

statistically significant decline in perception over grade (d = .fj736),
representing a medium effect size. Grade 7 students, as a group, preferred
being with their mothers more than grade LO students.
Across gender, although not significant, a trend in the data
indicated that boys (mean = 4.58, SD = 0.68) liked being with their
mothers more than girls across grades (grade 7 girls mean score = 4.47,
S D = 0-77). Grade lo boys shor~eda decline in their Iiking being with

their mothers (mean score

=

4.11,SD = 0.83)~aud grade lo girts showed

the greatest decline (mean

=

3.98. SD = 0.93).

These scores are depicted

in Table 5- These findings are discussed in more detail in the Parent-Child

Mectit-e Relationship section of the discussion.

Table 5

O 22: Means and Standard Deviations of Grade 7 and G n d e

10

Students'

Perceptions of L i k i n ~Being with Mother.
-

-

--

-

-

Grade to

Grade 7

Variable

Male

Female

-

MaIe

Female

Figure 6

0 22: Main Effect of Grade on Student Perce~tionof Likne to Be
With Mother

Response
Means 3

Grade 7

Female

Grade 10

Qq. I like being with m y dad,
Question 24 sun-eyed student enjo-ment of being with their father.
Generally, the responses were positive, indicating that students across the
grades enjoyed spending time with their father (F(1, 1276)=85.53,
p <o.oo 1). Percentages were as follows: 2.5% of students selected Strongly

Disagree, 2.3% chose Disagree, 9-7% were Neither Agree nor Disagree,
33.3 chose Agree, and 52.3% seIected Strongly Agree. Power analysis

revealed an effect size of d=.5127; a medium effect size which is depicted
in Figure 7.
hlthough there was no significant effect across grades, the trend in
the data indicated that both sexes decreased in their stated desire to be
with their father (gnde 7 girls mean score = 4-42,SD = 0.89;g n d e LO

girls mean score = 3.94, SD =
0.72;

1.02;

grade 7 boys mean score '4.57, SD =

g n d e LO boys mean score = 4.11, SD = 0.90). These scores are

represented in Table 6. These results are reIevant to the discussion on
Parent-Child Affective Relationship.

Table 6
0

24:

Means and Standard De~iationsof Grade 7 and Grade lo Students'

Perce~tionsof Liking Being with Father.

Grade lo

Variable

Male

Female

Male

Female

Figure 7
0 ~LL: Main Effect of Grade on Student Perce~tionof Liking, to Be
With Dad

Response
Means 3

1

I

I

Grade 7

Grade 10

Female

1

Summary

The results of the current study examined three exploratory
questions. Multivariate analyses results indicated no significant
differences by gender, or interaction of gender by grade, However, there
were significant differences across grade. The items selected for detailed
discussion were those with the largest effect sizes. The statistically
significant data indicated a decline occurring in both boys and girls in
their perceptions of meeting parental expectations in math and science, in
feeling able to count on parents for help with homework, and in liking
being with parents.

.All these findings are consistent with the literature

base. In addition, each of the questions analyzed in detail showed a
similar trend in the data of girls having Iess confidence in their ability to
meet parental expectations than boys, counting on their parents for help
with their homework less than boys, and liking being with parents less
than boys.

CHAPTER VI

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
This research study investigated three questions aimed at
understanding adolescents' perceptions of their parents' beIiefs,
expectations, and attitudes. Data analysis consisted of the examination of
differences across gender, across grade, and interaction of gender by grade.
This section begins with a general discussion of the study's findings. The
subsequent sections in this chapter discuss the specific findings as they
relate to the literature, implications of the findings, followed by a
disc~tssionof the study's limitations, and future research directions.
General Discussion

The current study explored adolescent perception of their parents'
beliefs, expectations and and attitudes. This section is organized so that
each of the major tindings is discussed separately. The sections will be as

follows: general comnlents regarding exploratory question

#I,

and

exploratory question #.r. From question 3, the trends in the data will be
considered, followed by the largest main effects discussed as they relate to
the constructs of: meeting other's expectations in math and science,
activities with parents: get help from parents, and parent-child affective
relationship. admire mom, and admire dad.
Exploratoy Ouestion

4 1:

Gender bv Grade Interaction on Student

Perce~tion

The purpose of this question was to examine if there would be in
interaction of gender by ,wde in the results, Specifically, through
multivariate statistics. it looked for an interaction effect between male,

7

1

female, grade 7, and grade lo students' perceptions of parents' beliefs,
expectations and attitudes. An interaction effect could have provided
information about differences and changes between males and females
perceptions of parental expectations across grades. Because the
multivariate analysis of this exploratory question was not significant, this
data was not examined further.

However, one issue which arises from this question which desenres
mention is the examination of why girls scores generally are lower than
boys in grade 7. The decline in attitude is well documented in the
literature, but the poorer self perceptions of girls at such a young age is
disturbing. The statistically non significant trend of lower scores for girIs
across grades may indicate that girls are internalizing expectations that
they are less competent at an extremely young age. The work of BlevinsKnabe and Munsun-Miller (1991) indicated that parental expectations are
lower for girls in math and science abilities at the ages of 4 and 5. It stands
to reason then, that girls are internalizing these lower expectations from a
young age, and therefore may never be able to perceive themselves as
capable as boys.
Exploratory Ouestion #a: Gender Differences in Student Perce~tion

The purpose of this question was to examine if gender differences
existed in student perception of parents' beliefs, expectations, and
attitudes. Because multivariate statistics found no significant differences
in perceptions based on gender. this question was not analyzed in detail
and wiI1 not be discussed in detail. However, it is interesting to note, that
while the research base has found many differences in attitudes towards

school, and math and science based on student gender, (Chouinard, et al.,
1999; Farenga & Joyce. rgqg) the current study found no statistically

significant evidence of a difference in how youth internalize parental
expectations, based on gender. This result supports the findings of
Feldman and Gehring (1988) who found no gender differences in boys and
girls perceptions of family cohesion. This suggests that the task of
redefining family relationships is similar for boys and girls, and that they
follow the same time course. This implies that for this group of students
sumeyed, the differences in perceptions within each gender are as great as
the differences between genders. internalization of parental expectations,
attitudes, and beliefs is clearly a complicated process, as unique for each
youngster as each family unit is unique,
in addition, Adarns (1998) reports that the Ievels of confidence
among females decreases during the school years, whereas the confidence

of males increases. As far as confidence in meeting parental expectations,
the findings of the current study do not support this. The current study
found a trend of expectations of meeting parental expectations decreased

for both male and female students. However, the trend was more
pronounced for girls.
Ex~loratoryOuestion *:I: Grade Differences in Student Perce~tion
This aspect of the statistical analysis was aimed at seeking
differences by grade in student perceptions of parental expectations,
attitudes, and beliefs. -4snoted above, the internalization process appears
to be complex and individualistic, yet statistically significant results did

appear across the grades in the current study. This suggests that

nraturational factors ma? play one of the largest roles in internalization of
parental expectations, attitudes and beliefs. This question was found to be
statistically significant in the multivariate analysis. A generai discussion
of the findings will be presented, followed by specific items analyzed in the
previous chapter being discussed as they relate to the literature and to
adolescent perceptions.
Ecctes and Lord (1991) discuss the downward spiral which occurs for
many adolescents as they enter puberty which can result in academic

failure and school dropout. They point to patterns of decreases in intrinsic
motivation, self-concepts, self-perception, and confidence in one's
intellectual capabilities. Eccles & Lord (1991) suggest that these deciines
have been t\?ell documented in the literature, enough to cause researchers
to wonder what is happening to our children as they mature through
adolescence. The current study reveals similar findings. In general, the
grade lo students felt their parents were less supportive, less interested,

and less available to help with homework,

The overall declining trend in the current data was most severe for
the young girls sun-eyed. The literature indicates that parentaI
expectations do decline for their daughters, especially in math and science

skills and capabilities (Jacobs & Eccles, tgg2). This trend appears to occur
in adolescent perceptions of parental expectations as well. Baker &
Entwisle (1987) found that on average young boys have higher

c~pectationsfor their otm math performance than do young girls- The
current data indicate younger students have higher expectations for
meeting parental performance standards than older students, with the
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trend being that young boys are the most confident, and older girls the
least confident. The data support the work of Jacobs & Weisz (1992)who
found that boys had consistently higher mathematics ability beliefs and
expectancies for future success than did girls. Even though the
expectancies for success declined for both males and females in the current
study, the overall trend of boys having higher expectations for success was
evident. Jacobs & Weisz (1992)also found that childrens' perceptions of
their abilities were negatively related to their age. Possible reasons for this
decline include grades typically dropping in junior high and high school,
and courses becoming more difficrrIt. As adolescent girls internalize their
parents' perceptions that the? are less capable in math and science, this
becomes a part of what they expect for themselves, and the cycle of
underachievement and under representation continues.
Paulson and Sputa (1996)completed a study designed to examine
adolescents' perceptions of parenting style and parental in\tolvement, and
changes in parenting s&Ie between the adolescents' ninth and twelfth
grades. Their data showed that students report both their mothers and
fathers show less interest in their schoolwork, between grade 9 to grade
The current study supports this finding. The grade

10

1 2

adolescents in the

current study reported feeling that they couId count less on both their
mothers and fathers in protiding help with homework than the grade 7

students reported. The

ro students also reported that they felt less

likely to meet parental expectations in math and science than the grade 7
students. Paulson & Sputa (1996) found no change in parental values
toward achievement. It is reasonabte to conclude that the current findings

7s

arc also due more to matilntional changes in adolescent perceptions than
to changes in parental values towards achievement.
Meeting; Others' Expectations in Math and Science
Survey item 59 (I am going to do as well iu math this year as my
parent(s) want me to) and
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(I am going to do as well in science this year

as my parent(s) want me to) are both related to the construct of Meeting
other's expectations in Math and Science.
.bpreviously noted in the literature review, parental expectations

for girls tend to be lower than parental expectations for boys (Blevinsb a b e & Musun-Miller. 1991; Parsons, hdler, & Kaczala, 1982; Meece et
a!.,

~ 9 8 2 ) . Meece et al. (1982) found that generally, parents do not rate

their daughters' math ability as lower than their sons', but they do rdte
their daughters' expectations for performance as lower than their sons'.
This means that parents believe both sexes are equally capable of doing
well in math, but parents do not expect them both to measure up to those
capabilities. The trend in the current data is that for both boys and
girIs,the older students' perceptions of their socializers' beliefs, attitudes
and values has declined. that is. they fee1 they cannot measure up to
parental expectations as well as their younger peers. The current study
does not examine the issue of parental expectations actually being Iower

for this group of students, but based on the literature, it can be assumed
that these female students are exposed to the same decreasing parental
expectations as many of their peers, both in The USA and Canada. This
factor wi1I be discussed in the overalI Lupart and Cannon study.
Chouinard et al. (1999) has also shown that adolescent attitudes

decrease across grades. The current findiugs were consistent with this
litenture. The statistically significant finding was that older students
predicted they would meet parental expectations less than younger
students, in both math and science. The current findings showed a non
significant trend of the older girls having even less confidence in
themseives than the boys. Of ail the groups, the grade

10

girls felt least

likely to meet parental expectations in math and science. Chouinard et al.
(1999) note tbat the distinctious between boys and girls attitudes towards

mathematics are simiIar to their parents. They point to the finding that
many parents believe mathematics is more difficult for girls, who must
then work harder than boys to achieve (see also Buchanan et a!., 1989;

Eccles, 1983; Eccles, Adler, & Kaczala, 1982).
Heller & Ziegler (1996) report that boys performance superiority in

math increases consistently from grade eight to ten and on, especially in
physics and technology. This increase in achievement should be followed

by an increase of feeling capable to meet parental expectations, but for the
students in the current study, this did not seem to apply. Rather, the
current data fit more with research which indicates a generalized
decreasing trend in school motivation and feelings of competence for both
males and females. Eccles, Jacobs, & Haroid (1990) found that in general
young wornen rate their math ability lower than young men. The non

significant trends in this study indicate that young women expect to

measure up to parental expectations less than young men.
Eccles-Parsons, Meece, ~ d e r&, KrtczaIa, (1982) found tbat no sex
differences were uncovered in either student perceptions of their own

math ability or in their current achievement expectations. However,
girls rated their future expectations slightIy lower than did boys. They
conclude that taken together, this data provides little support for the
learned helplessness argument, as boys and girls perceptions were similar.
The current research supports this earlier finding, as the data in this
study found the differences in perceptions of boys and girls tended to v a y
more as a function of age than as a function of gender. The current study,
however. did find that girls rated their future expectations as slightly
lower than did boys. This difference represents a trend in the data, which
was not statisticatly significant. Wigfield, EccIes MacIver, Reuman, and
Midgley (1991)found a general trend of deciining attitudes towards math
across the transition to junior high. An extension of this decline is
evidenced in the current data across the transition to high school, through
an statistically significant declines across time, with the older students
feeling less positive about meeting expectations in regards to parents and
school.
Activities With Parents
Items 33 (If I need help with my homework, 1 can count on m_v
mom) and Q25 (If I need help with my homework, I can count on my dad)
are related to the sun-ey construct of Activities with Parents: get help
from parents. These items both had medium effect sizes (Q33,d = .60, and
4 2 5 , d =. 4).

The current data is supportive of the findings reported by Chouinard
et al. (1999) which found that students felt their parents provided less
encouragement as they matured. Chouinard et al. (1999) found that this
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decline in perceptions of parental encouragement occurred for both boys
and girls. The current study also demonstrated this decline in adolescent
perception. The statistically significant data show that older students felt
they could count on their parents less than younger students. The
significant decline occurred across grade, but the non significant trend

was felt most strongly by the girls, as reflected in the grade LO girls
haling the lowest perceptions of expecting help from their fathers. This
finding remains important in light of the research literature which
clearly shows the impact parental attitudes have on student perceptions
about achievement. Decisions to continue on in the math and science
domains are greatly influenced by parental attitudes, and their beliefs
about their children's capabilities to succeed in such domains. With these
parental attitudes hac-ing more impact on student achievement than
actual ability (Eccles & Jacobs, 1986) it is unfortunate that as these young
girls are maturing they are decreasingly believing that they can count on
their parents for help with schoolwork.
Parent-Child Affective Relationship
Items 32 (I like being with my mom) and q (I like being with my
dad) relate to the survey construct of parent-child affective relationship,
admire mom. and admire dad.
The work of Feidman and Gehring (1988) suggests that a marked
decrease in family cohesion is perceived by adolescents between the ninth
and twelfth grades. The results of the current study support this decrease
in perception of family cohesion, with the older adolescents in the current
study reporting that they felt less positively about liking to be with both

their mothers and fathers. Overall, most students reported that they did
like being with their mothers and fathers, with large percentages agreeing
that they liked being with both parents (85-87%). The current data
indicates that these students also make subtle distinctions in their
perceptions about their parents and the extent to which they can rely on
them for help.
These findings can be considered within the context of family
relations. changing dt~lamics,developing autonomy and family cohesion.
Feldman and Gehring (1988) note that this decrease in cohesion is not
interpreted by adolescents as desirable. The adolescents in the Feldrnan
and Gehring (1988) study reported that at a time when they were feeling
somewhat more distant from their parents, their relationship was not as
close as they*wvould have liked it to be. However, the adolescent desire for
autonomy seems to indicate that they would welcome this change.
Feldman and Gehring (1988) argue that family cohesion is compatible
~ vt hi autonomy, perhaps even providing the support and encouragement

necessary for its emergence. If this is the case, then further research
shouId examine ways to improve family cohesion, as the current results
indicate that liking to be with parents continues to decline for the youths
sun-eyed. Clearly, adolescent perceptions of parentat expectations, beliefs,
and attitudes are changing as youngsters mature, and part of these

changes are represented in declining attitudes about affective
relationships. reaching expectations, and doing activities with parents.
These changing attitudes will impact the parent-child relationship
through the modified perceptions the youth have about their parents

expectations, beliefs, aod attitudes.
Newman (1989) also examined the changing balance between
individuation and cohesiveness over the age span of

11-17 years.

Closeness

and understanding appeared to diminish from age rr to 17, (see also Shek,
2000)

with

11

year olds being the most confident about their parent's love

for them, and the 17 years olds being the least confident about parental
Iove for them. The current findings are consistent with the work of Shek
(2000)

with the older adolescents perception of parentaI concern becoming

less positive. Shek (2000) found that adolescent females showed a trend of
haring slightly more negative perceptions of their fathers parenting
characteristics than adolescent males [see also Paulson & Sputa, tgqb).

'The current findings are that adolescents perceive less support from
parents at a time when, according to the work of Newrnan, (1989) they
increasingly prefer the cohesiveness in the famiIy unit over individuation.
Im~Iications
There are several educational implications which are relevant to
the current study's findings. The first implication relates to the
Expectancy-Value Model. As cited in the literature review of this study,
the Eccles model relates to the current study in that the youths'
interpretation of r e a l i ~ has
. a more direct influence on ones' expectancies,
values, and achievement behatior than ones' actual past successes and
failures. AdditionaIly, research has shown that adolescents are maturing
in a culture laden with gender role stereotypes, with many adults

believing in traditional gender role prescriptions regarding appropriate

activities for males and females. AduIts also believe in 'natural' talents

and interests, and these beliefs intluence their perceptions of their own
childrens' interests and talents. Parents then hold different expectations
for their sons and daughters, and provide different interpretations of
reaiity and advice regarding school and career options. This results in
adolescents operating without accurate information on which to base their
de~elopingideas about adult occupations. Parents need to be more aware
of specifically what their educational and career expectations are for their

children, both sons and daughters. They then need to understand that
these may be gender stereotyped, and as such, damaging to their
children's career options. Without this understanding, the cycle remains
unbroken.

-4simportant as parental understanding of their childrens'
academic capabilities really are, parents must also the understand how
their children internalize parental expectations. Parents may truly
believe they hold no biases, and may actively work at not transmitting
any gender biases onto their children. Yet, if the father always pays the
bills and balances the chequebook, then the children may grow up to
believe mathematical t a s k are 'mens' work". As pointed out by Pauison
and Sputa (r996),what parents believe they are doing may not be what
their children perceive parents are doing. Actions do speak as loudly as
words in childrearing.
The need to raise pubIic awareness on this issue is evident, and
would most likely fall to educators. This is not a realistic task to add to the
already full curriculum and teacher workload, However, teachers can be
aware of their own gender biases, and work hard to ensure they are not

sharing these biases with their students, in the same fashion as parepts
ma?. Furthermore, critical thinking skills are an area which teachers do
have some input. They must teach students to question what they read
and hear, and critically examine information, Students must be attuned
to gender biases which are prevalent in our society through advertising,
teletision, and the internet, and they must be taught to recognize and
questiou the accuracq. of information, Teachers can play a beneficial role
in helping students develop these thinking skills. Teachers must utilize
resources to educate children about career options for all studeuts. They
must highlight the possibilities in a11 fields, for both genders. They must
stress the importance of math and science careers for males and females.
Teachers must hold and demonstrate expectations that students can
achieve in a variety of careers, in order to raise awareness for adolescents
about a variety of career possibiIities worth considering.
Limitations of This Study
There are several limitations to the current study. Firstly, the
current work examines only the perceptions of the adolescents. A parallel

surrey of their parents is required to examine the family dynamics and
actual parental perceptions. As argued by Paulson & Sputa (1996)
parents may perceive that they are parenting at one level, and
adolescents may not perceive their behavior in the same way. This
finding t i l l be be examined in greater depth in the additional phases of the
larger study.
The current work was compIeted in one large western Canadian

tie. Due to the extensive diversity of this country, generalizability of the
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findings to other regions of the country, and other nations, needs to be
demonstrated. The work of Chouinard et at. (1999) with a French
Canadian sample highlights this need. Their work found many similar
trends to the current work, but overall, they state that contrary to the
research literature, a general breakdown of attitudes was not evident in
their survey. The current study does support the literature in finding
these generalized declines in school and matb motivation, for both males
and females. Little research has been done on cultunl particularities and
values, and these differing Canadian findings suggest the need for more.
Future Studies
The larger survey which provided the limited data for the current
analyses did ask questions about student attitudes towards math and
science, and future prospects in these fields, However, this data was not
analyzed or included in the current analysis. It would be worth future
examination, now that we understand more about student perceptions of
their socializers' beliefs, expectations, and attitudes, from the current
sttidy, to relate these findings to their attitudes towards math and scieuce.
These findings have implications for the future development of the
Eccles Model of Achiek-ement Choices. The model should take into account
that parents have different roles in the chiIdrearing practice. Adolescents
perceive their parents differently, and so internalize expectations
nnique1y about each parent. The mode1 currently generalizes across both
parents when examining influences. Adaptations to the model could take
into account these differences.
More information about the changes in parenting across adolescence
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is needed. When looking at the effects of parenting on adolescent outcome,
researchers should be cautious about making generalizations about

parenting practices across adolescence* Additionally, the perceptions of
the adolescents in the current study should be examined across time, when
they are late adolescents, and young adults. The perceptions of these
students as they mature may change into a closer, more cohesive
relationship with their parents after a few years of adulthood.
Longitudinal follow up could help define perceptions of these relationships
more clearly.

Conclusions and Summan;
In conclusion, the purpose of the present study was to further

understand the childs' perception of parents' beliefs, expectancies, and
attitudes. This was achieved through an examination of adotescent
responses to the Academic Choices and Achievement Survey. Data was
analyzed for differences across age and gender, and interaction effects.
The resi~ltsof the current research confirm the important role that
parents have as socializers for their children. Therefore, it is important for
parents to understand the significant contribution their behaviors and
attitudes have on their children's developing identities as competent
students in math and science, and all academic pursuits. These influences
are seen in the results from the current study, which reflects how the
youth have internalized their parents' expectations for them. Parents
need to be aware of their own cultural stereotypes, and how these can

impact their childrens' career choices. Only through understanding their
children, and actively supporting their pursuits can society hope to
change the future options for our youth.
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APPENDIX A
FACULTY OF EDUCATION
Department

of Educational Psychology
ED T302

Dear ParenrlGuardian:
My name is Dr. Judy Luparr. I am a professor in the Depamnent of Educational PsychoIogy
at the University of Calgary, conducting a mearch project along with two co-investigators.
Dr. Sarah Rose from the Community Health Department and Dr. Elizabeth Cannon from the
Department of Geomatics Engineering. W t have received approval from Calgary Roman
Catholic Separate School District to carry out this research and we would like to invite your
child to parricipatt in our smdy "Gender Differences in Smdent Participation and
Achievement in the Sciences: Choice or Chance?"
This letter is to provide information regarding our research project. so that you can
make an informed decision regarding your child's participation. The purpose of this study IS
to investigate the key influences on junior and serlior hlgh school students' choices for
various activities, courses and careers. particularly in the sclenccs. Overall there will be
approximately 3,000 students participating in this part of the scud! and since we need to keep
track of letters from four school disrricts and numerous schools we would ask that you fill
out and return the enclosed consent form whether or not you wish your child to participate.
If you agree to have your child panicipate, helshe will be asked to complete a
questionnaire designed to rnvcstigate achievement-related decls~onsand particlpatlon In
academic actlvitles and careers. In addition. we w~llrequire access to school awarded grades.
provincial achlevemenr dara. and your child's provincial ~dentlficationnumber acqulred
etcher through Calgan. Roman Catholic Separate School D~stnctor Albena Learning The
data collection will be camed out dunng school hours at your ch~ld'sschool. and 11 LVIII
rrqulre approximately 45 minutes to complete.
Panicipat~onIn t h ~ sstudy w11l involve no greater nsks than those ordinarti!
enpenenced in daily life. You shouid be aware chat even ~f you give your penniss~onfor
panic~pationyour child is free to withdraw at any rime for any reason without penalty. This
includes your child's own dccislon not to answer a questton. Results. which we will be
reponlng in published articles or graduate student theses, wtll ensure your child's complete
anonymity, and no tdentifying dara wiit be released to teachers. All infonnatlon gathered
from the questionnaires will be ~ c u r c l ystored and will only be accessible to those who are
dlrectly involved with rhis research project.
If you have any questrons. please feel free to contact me at 220-6280. or Andrea
Lynch at the Office of the Vice-President (Research) at 23-71 13. Two copies of the consent
form are provided. Please return a signed copy. wh~chindicates your decision conccrnlng
your child's participation in rhis research using the stamped envelope provided. The other
copy can be retamed for your records.
Thank you for your cooperation.

PS: All f o m returned by December 1, 1999 will be eligtble for a draw of one of two pnzes.
For Parents or Guardians: one 550. dinner certificate at Earl's Restaurant. and For Student
Panic~pants:one $50. coupon for any purchax at Club Monaco.

-

The ;nforrnatlon requested on this form IS bang collected pursuant to the Schooi .4cr
Freeciorn of~n/omur~on
and Proiectlon I..Prrvaqv. Informarlon acqulred through this form
has been approved bv the Rock! View School Divis~onand will be kept secure and access
to the :nionatlon restricted :o the researchers and their rezearch ass~stants
Thi. ionsent form. a cop! or uhlch has been p e n to you. is anl! pan or the proce>.*~i
iniomed conhent It should give you the basic tdea of u h ~ the
: research IS rthout and u h a ~
!our child', pan~c~pation
H i l l in\ol\e if !ou \t ould l ~ k e
more derail about \~xntrrhing
ment~onedhere. p l e a t ash Pleae take the time ro read rh!> ~niormationform careiuH! and
to uncrenrand an! accompanl ins information
D y e understand that buch consent allous the release of m! child'h school auarded course
crades. provlncla1 ach~evrmenttest results. and -~rovrnclalstudent ID number H hlch uouId
ke obtained from either Rock! Vlen School DII islon or rS1kna Lesrnln_e.
4lvIOur ch~ldwlll also be completing a student questlonnalre. during a regularl! scheduled
science class. whlch will take approximately fony-five mlnutes to complete. The
investlsalor w1I1. as appropriate. explaln to your chlld the research and h a or her
~nvol~ement.
and w~llseek his or her ongoing cooperation throughout the project (Parents
dr guardians must s~gn/co-<lgnfor chlldren 1.
Dye understand rhat partrciparlon in thls stud! may be terminated at any tune by my/our
requecf or o i the investigator\ Panlcrpatln: In thl5 propxi and/or wlthdrarral irom t h 1 5
project \i111 nor aiiect mylour rrauest or receipt of \ervlce> from the school board cr the
unite:.iti
b1Ve 2ndrrstand that this ,rud!
~)ccurrtnfIn daily life.

111 no1 invol~ean! greater nsk than thaw ordlnar~lv

~i

ViVr undrrstand thar all reponw, will
p m l c ~ p i ~tnon>rnlty
n~

De

recorded with names king cr)dcd 117 rnwrc

DVc understand thu no prwnall) iden11t)iny lnforrnat~onwill he rc?c~\edtc) tc;tchcr\ o r
used 11) rcpctrr the data In ;ln! published repom

WVt understand tha dl data. will be kept in s locked file d i n e r In 3 locked ofice at the
University of C a l g q and destroyed five years afier publication of he study results.
Your signature on this Form indicates that you havc understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding your child's pardcipation in he nsevch project and that you agree or
disa,gee to have your child participate as a subject In no way docs this waive your legal
righu nor release the investigators. sponsors, or involved institutions from their legal and
professional responsibilities. Your child is free to withdraw a any time. His or her
continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent.so you should feel
free to ask for clarification or new information throughout your child's participation. If
you should have funher questions concerning mama related to this nsearch. please
conracc
Dr. Judy Lupart
220-6280
Dr. EIizabcth Cannon
22tL3593
Dr. Sanh Rose
2204297

If you have any questions concerning the ethics review of this project, or the way you have
been mated. you may also contact Ihc Office of h e Vice-Pnsidcnt (Research) and ask for
Andrea Lynch. 220-71 14. If you havc concerns about the project itself, please contact the
researchers.

THXWK YOU FOR YOUR CONSJDEWTION.

PLEASE INDICATE YOUR DECISION CHOICE BELOW:
I hereby give my consent for my child
(Please Print

to participate in this study:

YES

Full Legal Name of Child)

If YES, please provide student birth date:
/ D a y f Year

Month

*Since we need to keep track of approximately 5,000 replies from four
school districts, we ask that ALL PARENTSiGUARDIANS please sign on
the space below, and return this form in the enclosed, stamped envelope.

Signature of Parent/Guardian

Date

A copy of rh~sconsent form has been gven to you to keep for your records and reference.

APPENDIX C

-4cademic Choices
and Achievement

1

Suwey

Fame:

I

School:

!

Grade:

We appnciate you parricipating in this study with us, and hope you will End this questionnaire both
interesting and fun! The following pages contain a variety of questions about your activities. interests.
opinion about these m a n m . Please read
likes, abilities, future plans, etc. We are interested in
and answer cach item carefully, and remember, there are I ~ Qright or wrong answers. If you don't
undemand a question, don't spend a lot of time on it. Just go on to the next question.
AN your annvers will be kept confidential. Only those workng on this research project will see your
OIUWfxr.

Part 1 Background Information
I.

What is your date of brrth?

Month

2.

.hyoua

3.

Who do you live with?
-Mother and father together
-Mother only
-Father only
-Mother + other adult
-Father + other adult
Part of the tlmc w ~ t heach parent
-Other (specify)

1) Female

2 ) Male

-

Sent
4.

How many brothers do you have?

Q
None

Q
One

5.

How many slnm do you have?

6.

What 15 rhc hrghcst level of cducauon your parcntts) rtcclved?

rcrrntgrrdc
scbool

Tbm

Four or

more

-

Mother

Two

One

Q

a

0
- .-

Ll

Q

- --

TWO

3

Tbm

a

Four or

more

o

Father

same high
scbool

hlgh
scbwl

pnduate

rnivtmfy.
lclhmial
school or
college

some
~radc
school

some bafh
school

htgh
school

unrvrrnv.
rechn~af
school or

graduate

roilcgr

English

7.

What language ISmost oitcr?spoken at
home?

Other

a
Language
.-WW

8.

Which of h e followumg counes arc you
talang at thls amt?

Math

Science

'2

5

Englbh

0

Part 2 Genera1 Questions About Yourself
Neither
Strongly

Disagree

agree nor

A

9.

I do my xhoolwork because f want
learn new ~hmgs.

10.

lo

Strong+

Mm

diigm

Q

Lk

Ll

0

0

I do my schooIwork 5ecaust it's fun or
mtcresnng.

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

11

I do my schoalwork because I feel bad ti
its not done.

'3

Ll

Q

0

CII

12

I do my schoolwork because the tcacha
says I have to.

Q

0

Q

0

0

a

0

0

Ll

Ll

0

0

Q

Q

0

14.

If I get m c k on a probIan or makc a
mlnake. Iny and figure it out by myself,
rather ban a h g the reacher for help.

15.

When a -mup
belong to plans an
actrvrry, 1 would rather o r g a n k it
myself than have someone dst orgame
It,

16.

i feel that wtnn~np1s mtportant

Q

CI

t3

Q

u

17.

1 l~kemysclf.

0

Q

D

C1

0

Part 3 Questions About Your Dad
The following questions are about your dad or the penon who is most Iike a dad to you. 1f this domn't
apply to you. go on to Part 4 Questions About Your Mom

-

IS.

What u your dad's maln job?

Works

Works

Currenciy

Sayat-

full-time

part-time

unemployed

home dad

CS

Q

0

Q

Strongly
Disagree

Digm

Neither
a g m oor

~gm

disagree

Stroqly
Atm

My dad 1s happy wth his main job.
20.

I want to be like my dad

0

0

CS

tZ

0

71.

No inaner how we11 I do m school. my
dad d m ' t think ~t'sgood enough.

Q

Q

a

o

Q

23. I worry about what my dad wll say if I
don'r do well at school.

Q

Q

0

0

0

Q

D

0

0

0

24.

I like btrng wth my dad.

25.

If I need help with my homework I u n
counr on my dad.

Part 4 - Questions About Your Mom
The following questions are about your mom or the person who is most like a mom to you. If this doesn't
appl>-to vou. go on to Pan 5 -General Questions About Your Parent(s)

76.

What IS !our mom's ma~njob?

\Vork
full-time

Work
part-rime

Currentty
unemptoyed

Stay-athome mom

Strong@
Digre

Disagm

Neither
agree nor

4gm

Srroncly
Agree

disagree

27.

My mom a happy u~thh a m n job.

28.

I want to bc llke my mom.

29.

Xomanahowwcll~domschaol,rny
mom doesn't hlnk ~t's good enough

30.

My mom takes an m t c m in my
acclvltles.

31.

Q

0

Iworrywhatmymomurlll~~rf1don't

do well at school.

0

Q

Ci

5

0

0

LI

CI

o

a

LI

Q

CI

a

0

0

C3

Q

0

t iikc bctng wrh my mgm.

33.

If I need heip wth my homework. I can
count on my mom.

0

Part 5 - General Questions About Your Parent(s)
The following questions are about your parent, parents or guardian.
Neither

Strongly

Disagrtt

Agm

Q

Q

0

5

o

0

Q

a

D i n p

34.

It a imponant to my pamt(s) that I do
things for myself.

0

35. I worry about lemng my parent{s) down
when I do my schoolwark

Stmngly

rtreeoor
disagree

ACm

36.

It 1s Imponant to my parcnt(s) that I st~ck
to a job until rt IS done.

0

0

0

5

0

37.

[t 1s tmponant to my parcnt(s) that I wtII
be able ta suppan myself and a family.

0

Ci

C1

0

0

38.

It IS imponant to my parcnt(s)that I am
employed regularly when I finzsh htgh
school.

a

0

a

LI

0

Disagree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

.Agree

Srrongl?,
Agree

39. It w Imponant to my parent(s) that I go
on to lintvas~tyor co~iege* a hgh
school.

0

0

0

CI

40.

It IS tmponanr to my parcnt(s) that 1 do
well m school.

0

0

cl

0

41.

It w Important to my pamt(s) that I have
a successful career.

a

Q

0

Q

Q

42.

My parrnt(s) and I nIk about w k r
corastslopnons I should take m school.

0

0

0

0

Cf

43.

My parcnt(s) and I ralk a b u t the fume
jobs that I might have.

cl

CS

0

0

.

My parent(s) p a x me for domg well.

0

CL

Cl

Q

Q

Stroagh.

Dbgm

Neither
agmaor
diigrn

Agree

Strongly

Q

0

[3

0

a

Q

CI

Q

O

Strongly

D i ~ m

45. My parent(s) encourage me to do the
b a t on everythmg that I do.

Part 6 - Questions About Math
Disagree

*em

46.

I thuJE the math that I w11l learn thts year
will k useful for my firme.

47.

It is important to me to do well

48.

I uy to do the best I can m malh.

49.

1 find workrng on math assl&rncnts

0

0

0

Li

0

50.

Compared to other subjects. math s
useful.

0

Q

01

Q

0

5 1.

I l ~ k math.
r

in math

Sdtbcr

5 .

I lrkc math cornpard to other subjccrs.

52

1 feel cxclrcd and tkilltngcd whtlc dotng
math.

54.

I would take more mab courses even if 1
didn't have to.

55.

I feel tha~a more advanced math course
would bc roo d~ficuItfor me.

56.

I have to work hard to get g o d p d c s in

Strongly
Disagm

Dimgrct

Ci

'2

ngrte nor

.4gm

Stmngty

*gm

diwtree

Q

0

ci

CI

CI

0

0

0

Q

Q

D

0

LI

0

0

ci

Q

Q

Q

0

0

I am gorng to do as well m math h a ymr
as my partnt(s) want me ro do.

0

0

0

0

ci

60. If I were to rank all the snrdents in a
math class, from the lowest to the
highcst. I would put myself In the
highest group.

a

o

o

o

LI

[]

0

CI

0

CI

a

Q

0

0

Q

Q

'2

ttn.

Q

0

0

0

0

No rnalrcr how hard I try. [ feel I j u n
cannot understand mth.

Q

D

0

LI

0

math.

-

j, .

58.

I am golng to do well tn ma& this year.
am gorng to do as well in marh h s year
as my teacher IS n e ro.

59.

a

Q

Q

- -

61.

I am good at math.

62.

I am good at I t m ~ n gsomcrhmg new m
math.

63.

1 would be succcssfuI in a carea that
r c q u ~ dmathemat~aiability.

64

I get nemous when takmg a test In math

65,

My h e m beats fasrcr u.hm 1 =kt

66.

a math

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree

67.

1 get navous

lf

I have

10

explsrn my

answer in front of a math c ~ a a .

48.

In general, I feel comfortable or okay
a s h g a math reacher for heIp.

69.

It IS imponant to my pamt(s) that 1 do
well m math

70.

In g m d how much time do you spend
on math homework most days?

agree nor
dsagrct

.Agree

Strongly
.agree

CI

a

Q

rJ

O

Q

Q

0

rJ

0

Q

0

Q

Q

0

Less fhrn
IS min.

About 30
mi&

About 4s

About an

Mare rhaa

mia.

hour

an hour

CI

Cl

Cl

0

0

Neither
a g m nor

Agrn

Strongl!
Agree

-

Part 7 Questions About Language Arts/English

f 1.

I ciunk the Lanpage U n g l i s h that I
wIIlearn ths year wiil be whi for my

Strongly
Dtsrpee

Dkagru

D

C1

CI

Q

Q

D

0

C
i

a

0

0

Q

Q

P

5

Q

C1

Q

0

a

a

0

a

disagree

Filnae.

7-1
,.

It IS important to me to do well tn
Language .lns.Zngllsh.

73.

1 ny to do the best I can m Language
AnslEnglrsh.

74.

Compared to other subjects, Language
ArrslEngl~sh1s usehI.

-2-.

I find noriang on Language
m s E n p l ~ s hasslgnmcnts mrmsting

0

0

I Iikc Language .4m'EngItsh
*I I

I hke Language .ArwEngltsh compared
to other sub~ccrs.

Q

0

Neither
Strongly

Disagree

agree nor
disagree

0

Q

a

c1

0

Q

0

t2

Disagree

78.

[ feel exclted and chalicngcd whle
do~ngLanyage .%dEngI~sb

79. 1 would
&w&plrsh
have to.

take more Language
courses even lf I didn't

Cl

0

Agree

Strongiy
Agree

80.

I feel that a more advanced Language
AmEnglish course would be too
difficult for me.

Q

0

0

a

0

81.

I have to work hard to get good grades
in Language Arts/Englisb

0

0

Q

0

0

82.

I am gomg to do well in Language

C]I

0

n

Q

Q

0

0

CI

Q

0

Q

0

0

0

0

Language Artshglish class. from the
lowm to the highest, I would put
myself in the highest group.

Q

0

CL

0

0

86

I am good at Language AmEnglish

0

0

cl

ci

D

87.

I am good at lcam~ngsomethg new in
Language AWEngl~sh.

5

a

CL

a

u

88.

I would be succcssfui In a carem that
requred wrtnng and speaking ability.

0

Q

0

0

0

AmEnglrsh dus year.

83.

I am gomg to do as well m Language
~ r t s ~ n g i l st h ~ syear as my parenqs)
want me to do.

84.

I am golng to do as well m Language
AndEnglish rhs year as my teacher
wants me to.

85.

If I were to rank a11 the students in a

Neither

90.

91.

92.

Strongly
Diiagrn

Disagree

agree nor
disagree

Language ArtdEnglish lcst

5

0

No rnantr how hard I ry. I fcti I lust
cannot undastand Language
AnslEngllsh

Q

1 get navous if I have to explain my

My hean kals fasra when I rake a

answer in front of a Language

Agree

Strongtv
Agret

a

0

Q

0

u

LI

a

0

0

0

0

Q

Q

0

0

0

CL

Q

Q

CS

D

About
30 min.

bout 45

bout an

15min.

min.

hour

More
thanan
hour

0

Q

C3

Q

0

Lm than

About

About45

bout an

ISmia

30 mi&

mia

hour

bfon
than an
hour

0

a

CI

0

Cl

AnyEnglish class.

93.

I feel comfortabie or okay a s k ~ ~a~ g
Language Arts/Engfish teacher for help.

94.

It n very important to my parent(s) that
I do well m Language Am/EngIish.

5
Lm than

95.

96.

In a typicaI day. how much spare nme
do you spend readmg b k s , comlc
books, or magames?

h general. how much time do you
spend on Language AmEnglish
homework most days?

-

Part 8 Questions About Science
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

97.

I thnk the sclcnce I am icamng now
wll be usehtl for my h m e .

a

Cl

0

0

a

98.

It 1s tmponant to me ro do well m
sclcnce.

Q

0

Ll

0

Q

Dingre

Stither
a g m nor
disagree

0

D

01

ci

o

a

a

D

Q

D

Cl

0

a

Li

0

Q

0

u

0

0

0

Q

D

0

Q

Q

Q

o

Q

a

0

0

Suongiy
Disagree

ro do the best I can m sclcnct.

99.

I

100.

Compared ro ocher sub~ectsmmct rs
ustfili.

102

I llkc science.

103.

I like science compared to othcr subjects.

104.

I fnl excttcd and chaIIcngd while dorng

AgrU

Stroqly
Agree

0

SC161CC.

105.

106.

1 would rake more ~ l e n c ecounts even
if I didn't have to.

a

1 fttl that a more advanced science
course would be roo difficult for me.

t07.

I have to work hard to get good grades in
SEImcC.

I08
109.

am good at scrcncc.
I am gomg to do well in saence this

year.
1 LO.

I am gatng 10 do as wdl m m a c
year as my pamqs) want me to do.

Q

cl

Q

I 1I .

I am golng to do as wd1 m xrrncc rhls
year as my u a c h uanrs me to do.

Q

Q

LI

Strongly
Distgrcc

Disagree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

u

0

0

Q

0

5

Li

0

112.

If I were to rank all the students In
sclence ciass from h e lowest to thc
hlghest, I would put myself In the
hlenest group.

113.

I am good at lcarnlng somechrng new tn
SClcnCC.

114.

I would be successful m a carer that
requued sctcnnfic ability.

(J

a

~l

a

Q

115

When talang a test in scimcc. I get
nervous.

Q

Ll

0

0

Q

116.

My

0

0

0

0

Ll

0

Ci

cl

0

0

0

0

Q

Q

0

Q

LI

P

Q

a

a

Q

Q

Q

0

Q

CS

Q

/J

CI

heart beats fasrcr when 1 rake a

science test

118.

I get nervous lf I have to cxplun my
answer in fiont of the science class.

119. Students seem to tlke the sclence ciass.
-

120.

0

-

The science teacher rs friendIy to us.

Ihc teacher makes science internring in
thrs class.
112.

I feel comfonabie or okay aslang a
sclrnce tcacha for help.

123. 4iy screncc teacher IS more mfcrcswd m
srnan krds than otha krds.
124. My sclence teacher shows more mtercn:
In the progress of boys than of p l s .
I 3

It IS Important to my parentls) that 1 do
well In sclcnce.

Less than
116

In a rypical day. how much spare nmc do
you spend dorng sclencc acnwnes like
collectrng rocks. collccnng mnsects. or
doing cxpenmer.ts?

min.

.%bout an
hour

0

0

a

Cl

Ltss than

About

15 min.

30 min.

About45
mia.

About an
hour

than an

min-

a

About

30

About 45

*More
than an
hour

More
hour

127.

In general. how much time do you spend
on scrence homework most days?

O

LI

6-10

11-13

14 or
over

o

0

a

At a
friend's
boust

At
school

At a
relative's

At home

0

CI

0

Strongly

Disagree

agree nor

0

O

Ycs

so

0

LI

5 or

O

Part 9 - Questions .About Computers

128.

Do you (or

your

family) own a

computer'

under

129.

130.

At \that age dtd you first use a
computer?

Whcrc did you first use a computer?

0

houst

At

work/

other

Q

P

Agrn

Strongly
Agree

0

Q

Neither

Disagree

disagree

I3 1 . i like computers.

132.

I am good at dorng thmgs on the
comoufcr

Q

0

0

133. in a ryp~calday. how much nme do you
spend on the computa?

124.

Less than

About 30

About 45

About an

Ismin-

min.

min.

hour

.More
than an
hour

\%'hen you are on a computer, haw much of the time do you spend doing each of the foltowing
activities?

None of the
time

Less tban
half the
time

Half of the
time

More than
half of the

AU of the
time

time

Surfing the 'net

.-\ss~gnmcnts;workon the
computer.

Q

Playng Games

-

Part 10 Questions About Your Future and Career Choices
In the futurt, I would like a job that..

135.

.

Allows me to earn a grcat deai of money.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Agrn

Q

CS

Q

C3

a

u

a

LI

CI

0

Strongty
~grce

136.

Has high status m soctety.

137.

Provtdcs enough money to suppon me
and my family .

0

CI

0

0

0

133.

G~ves me a chance to work on
challcngtng projects.

5

cl

Q

0

0

Neither

139.

Allows me io be my own boss most of
the ome.

130

Gives me a chance to learn new skills
and new things.

141.

Gives me an opportunity to make the
world a benn place.

142.

Gives me the abllity to combine caner
and family.

a g n t nor

Stmagly

Strongly
Disagree

Dkgrct

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Q

0

u

0

u

0

0

9

CI

Disagree

Neither
agree nor
diim

Agrcc

Strongly

Q

Agree

dhgree

Agree

As things stand now, it is likely that I wiII.
Strongly

Disagree
143.

Finish hlgn school. then go on to
~ruvrnlr):or Coilege.

14.

Do more than one Unlvcrslry degree (e-g.
Maser's. PM,become a medical doctor,

,Ww

CI

D

Q

3

Q

0

LI

LI

a

a

0

D

0

u

a

Digm

Neither
a g r e nor
disagree

Agrn

lawyer).

146.

Have chlldrcn.

It is likely that I will choose the following as a c a r t option:
Strongly

Disagree
147.

S m c d c l r n c a i (Iikc childcare worker.
beauttctan. s m e t q ) .

Slrongly

~

g

0

D

0

0

cl

m

Trade ( l ~ k welder.
e
c;irpcntcr,plumber).
149.

Rotecnve or rnllitary m c e (like
poltce. officer. firefighter. military).

0

3

0

tl

cl

150.

Full-time homemaker.

CI

0

Ck

0

0
14

Strongly
Diagrte

Disagree

Neither
agree nor
diugret

Agre

Strongly
Agree

t 5 1.

Farmer.

152.

Artlst (like deslpncr. Intenor decorator
muslclan, actor).

0

Ll

Q

'2

Q

153.

Healthcare worker (like rrpstcnd nurse
physrcal thmplst, pharmacist).

Q

0

Q

0

Q

154.

Hcalrh professtonal (Ilke doctor. dentist,
vctmnanan).

Q

0

D

m

C3

155-

Scrence or math-related professional
(like engmecr. architect, geologtst).

156.

Human scn-~cts(Ilke teacher. soclal
worker. counsellor).

Q

a

0

LI

CI

157.

Environment-related (like foresny.
manne b~ologsi.cnvlronmcntai

158.

Informanon Technology (like computer
scimns~computer cnglnecr).

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

159.

Otha pmfess~ons(like lawyer.
accountan5 archltcct stock broker).

Disagrw

Ntither
agree nor
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

-

Part 11 Questions About Adult Roles in Society
Strongly
disagree

160.

Men and women snould conmbute
cqually to the farnrly mcorne.

16 1.

It a difficult for women to have
succcssfui careers and ralx a famtiy.

C1

a

Ll

Q

0

It a d~fficulrfor men to have successful

0

Q

cl

ii

Q

162.

carcm and nuc a famdy.

Neither
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

a g t e nor

Agree

Srrongly
agree

disagree

163.

In general. men are b e n a than women m
science and enpnccnng.

0

Q

0

Q

Q

164.

In general. women are bener than men In
math.

0

Q

0

C1

ci

165.

Women have bener social skrlls than
men do.

Q

0

Ll

Ll

0

166.

All m all, ~t1s better for the family if the
husband provides most ofthe family's
income and the w f e takes care of the
home and famtly.

0

0

a

Cs

Q
Q

167.

Bables and young chldren need to have
their mothers around most of the nme.

Q

Ll

0

9

168

tt a okay for mothm of babies and
young chlldren to have a full-ume job.

D

9

0

3

169

Women are benn wves and mothers rf
they also have a patd job outside the
home.

Q

a

0

Q

Q

170.

If a husband and a wlfe both work fdlt~rnc.the husband and wife should share
the housework and childcare equally.

Q

0

IC1

Q

0

Q

C1

Q

Q

Q

Ll

Cl

3

Q

Q

Q

Q

a

CI

17 1.

A worhng mother can establish just as

wann and secure a rclationshq with her
c h l d m as a mother who does not work
I72.

Women can handle rht pressure just as
well as men when mak~ng
- an Important
dccls~onon the job.

172.

Havlng a job _elves a wtfe a better chance
to develop hmelf as a person than
stayng at home.

Part It - Questions About Your Friends
Neither

Strongly
dkagrtc

Disagm

agree nor
disagree

AgrH

Strongly
agree

174.

My

hen& tniluence h e courses [ will
lakt m xhool.

0

D

0

Q

0

175.

My mends rnflucnce my futurejab
plans.

P

0

0

Ll

'2

176.

In general. I prcfa to do thrngs with one
or two hen&.rather than w~tha large

0

Q

o

a

0

177.

For me. being papular with pis is

cl

0

0

a

Q

0

Q

P

a

Ll

CI

C3

0

Li

0

Q

0

U

Ll

0

imponan[.

I am popular with guis.
1 79.

For me. berng popuIar w lh boy IS
tmponant.

180.

I am popular wlrh boys.

t 8 1.

I am good ar malang new ~ c n d s .

182.

All of my fiends arc concmcd about
be~ngpopuIar.

I 83.

My bends arc very concerned wth
stam in soc~alatuanons.

I M.

AI1 of my hen&
studies.

185.

All of my mends get along well wtth

hard at their

their p m t ( s ) .
136.

Fnmds encomgc mc to do my best in
school.

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neither
% r e nor
disagree

Q

CI

0

5

CI

Agree

Strongly
agree

187.

[ would act dumber than I really am to be
popular wth my hen&.

188.

It's ok to let your schoolwork s l ~ por get
a lower grade in order to be popular wth
your hen&.

0

o

o

0

a

189.

To be papular w t h my fiimds I
someames don't try as hard as I could in
school.

o

CI

CI

Q

a

-

Part 13 Questions About Who Raised You
190. Who IS the p m o n m your life who msed you - that is. the pmon who mostly took care of you From the
ttme you were born until age 5. (circle the correct answer):
I. Mother
2. Father
3. Other-

-

(describe the ~Iaaonshlp adoptlve mother. grandmother. etc. )

Do you 11vewth h s person now?

Yes I No

Tie follomg mtcmcnts are about your rclationshrp w t h that pmon.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neither
Agree Nor

Agree

Strongly
Agree

o

o

Q

Q

191.

My parent only ~ c m to
s notice me when I
am angry.

192.

1 often fee1 angry mth my parent without
knowing why.

193.

I get annoyed at my p a m t because it seems I
have to demand hldher canng and support

a

o

194.

I'm confident that my parent will listen ro me.

Q

5

o
a

195.

I'm confident that my parent wtll try to
understand my feelings.

a

0

Ll

0

Cl

196.

1 ralk thlngs o v a wtth my parent

0

0

cl

0

Ll

CI

LI

3

0

0

I enjoy help~ngmy parent whenever I can.
198.

1 feel lor my parent when hdshc IS upset.

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree

Neither
Agrct Nor

Disagree
It makes me feel good to be able to do h g s
far my parent.
When I'm upser I am sure that my parent will
be here to ilsren to me.

1can count on my parent to be there for me
when I need nrrrvher.
M y p m t a always disappolnang me.

I never expect my parent to take my womes
smously.

I dunk ~t IS unfa~rto always have to handle
problems by myself.
I get really angry because I never get enough
help from my parent.
1 get redly anpry at my parent because I thlnk
hu'shc couid make more nme for me.

['m a h ~ that
d I wlIl lose my parent's love.

i have a remble fear that my relatlonsh~pwlth
my parent wll end.

I'm c m a n that my parent wtll always love me.

Agree

S~rongiy
Agree

APPENDIX D
36 Survev Items Analyzed Through Multivariate Statistics

Q21* NO matter how well I do in school, my dad doesn't think it's good
enough.
422 My dad takes an interest in my activities.
Q23* I worry about what my dad will say if 1 don't do well at school.
4 2 4 1 like being with my dad.
4 2 5 If I need help with my homework, I can count on my dad.
4 2 7 My mom is happy with her main job.
428 I want to be like my mom.
Q29* No matter how well I do in school, my mom doesn't think it's good
enough.
430 My mom takes an interest in my activities.
4 3 1' 1 worry about what my mom will say if I don't do well at school.
432 I like being with my mom.
4 3 3 If I need help with my homework, I can count on my mom.
4 3 4 It is important to my parent(s) that 1 do things for myself.
435" I w o w about letting my parent(s) down when I do my schoolwork.
4 3 6 It is important to my parent(s) that I stick to a job until it is done.
4 3 7 It is important to my parent(s) that I will be able to support myself
and a family.
438 It is important to my parent(s) that I am employed ~egularlywhen 1
finish high school.
4 3 9 It is important to my parent(s) that I go on to University or college
after high school.
4 4 0 It is important to my parent(s) that 1 do well in school.
Q41 It is important to my parent(s) that I have a successful career.
4 4 2 My parent(s) and I talk about what coarses/options I should take in
school.
Q43 My parent(s) and 1 talk aboyt the foture jobs that I might have.

444 My parent(s) praise me for doing well.
445 My parent(s) encourage me to do the best on everything that I do.
458 I am going to do as well in math this year as my teacher wants me
to.
Q 59 1 am going to do as well in math this year as my parent(s) want me
to.
468 In general, I feel comfortable or okay asking a math teacher for help.
4 6 9 It is important to my parent(s) that I do well in math.
483 1 am going to do as well in Language Arts/EngIish this year as my
parent(s) want me to do.

484 I am going to do as well in Language Arts/English this year as my
teacher wants me to.
493 1 feel comfortable or okay asking a Language Arts/English teacher
for help.
494 It is very important to my parent(s) that I do well in Language
Arts/English.
Q95 In a typical day, how much spare time do you spend reading books,
comic books, or magazines?
Q l l o I am going to do as well in science this year as my parent(s) want me
to do.
Q r r r I am going to do as weU in science this year as my teacher wants me
to do.
Q 125 It is important to my parent(s) that I do well in science.
'Item recoded for data analysis.

APPENDIX E
Ex~loratorvOuestion

#R:

28 Univariatelv Simificant Survev Items

NO matter how well I do in school, my dad doesn't think it's good
enough,
Q22 My dad takes an interest in my activities.
4 2 4 I like being with my dad.
425 If I need help with my homework, I can count on my dad.
Q27 My mom is happy with her main job.
4 2 8 1 want to be like my mom.
Q29* No matter how well I do in school, my mom doesn't think it's good
enough.
4 3 0 My mom takes an interest in my activities.
4 3 r* I w o w about what my mom will say if 1 don't do well at school.
4 3 2 I like being with my mom.
4 3 3 If I need help with my homework, I can count on my mom.
4 3 6 It is important to my parent(s) that I stick to a job until it is done.
4 3 8 It is important to my parent(s) that I am employed regularly when I
finish high school.
4 3 9 It is important to my parent(s) that I go on to University or college
after high school.
4 4 0 It is important to my parent(s) that I do weU in school.
Qqr It is important to my parent(s) that I have a successful career.
4 4 4 My parent(s) praise me for doing well.
445 My parent(s) encourage me to do the best on everything that I do.
Q58 I am going to do as well in math this year as my teacher wants me
to.
Q 59 I am going to do as well in math this year as my parent(s) want me
to.
4 6 9 It is important to my parent(s) that I do well in math.
483 I am going to do as well in Language ArZs/English this year as my
parent(s) want me to do.
Q21*

Q84 I am going to do as well in Language Arts/EngIish this year as my
teacher wants me to.
494 It is very important to my parent(s) that I do well in Language

Arts/English.
Q95 In a typical day, how much spare time do you spend reading books,
comic books, or magazines?
Q 1l o I am going to do as well in science this year as my parentls) want me
to do.
Q r i i I am going to do as well in science this year as my teacher wants me
to do.
Q 125 It is important to my parent(s) that I do well in science.
'Item recoded for data analysis.

APPENDIX F

Item Number and Effect Size
how well I do in school, my dad doesn't think it's good
enough, (d = 0.326: small).
422 My dad takes an interest in my activities, [d = 0.342: small).
424 I like being with my dad, (d = 0.512: medium).
425 If I need help with my homework, I can count on my dad,
(d = 0.441: medium).
Q28 I want to be like my mom, (d = 0.156: trivial).
Q29* No matter how well I do in school, my mom doesn't think it's good
enough, (d = 0.356: small).
430 My mom takes an interest in my activities, (d = 0.269: small).
Q3r0 I worry about what my mom will say if I don't do well at school,
( d = 0.192: trivial).
432 I Like being with my mom, (d = 0.574: medium).
4 3 3 If 1 need help with my homework, I can count on my mom,
(d = 0.607: medium).
4 3 6 It is important to my parent(s) that I stick to a job until it is done,
[d = 0.119:trivial).
4 3 9 It is important to my parent(s) that I go on to University or college
after high school, (d = 0.154: trivial).
440 It is important to my parent(s) that I do well in school,
(d = 0.180: trivial).
Q4 r It is important to my parentis) that have a succ~sfulcareer,
(d = 0.253: small),
Q44 My parent(s) praise me for doing well, (d = 0.244: small).
445 My parent(s) encourage me to do the best on everything that 1 do,
(d = 0.430: small).
Q 59 I am going to do as well in math this year as my parent(s) want me
to, (d = 0.641: medium).
469 It is important to my parent(s) that I do wen in math,
Q21* NO matter

(d = 0.318: small).
483 I am going to do as wen in Language Arts/English this year as my
parent(s) want me to do, (d = 0.414:small).
4 9 4 It is very important to my parent(s) that I do well in Language
Arts/English, (d = 0.322: small).
Q i lo I am going to do as weU in science this year as my parent(s) want me
to do, (d =0.454:small).
4125 It is important to my parent(s) that I do well in science,
( d = 0.228: small).

'Item recoded for data analysis.

